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Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T 📚 @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: Hey #MacroSW folks! I'll be hosting (or 2 hours ago at least moderating) tonight's chat! Let's talk about licensing social workers at t...

James Bell @ItsJBThree
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Tonight's #MacroSW chat starts in approximately 35 minutes! Let's talk about advanced generalist social work license....

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Hello everyone! #MacroSW chat starts in 10 minutes!

Teka Richardson @RichardsonTeka
@spcummings #MacroSW I am excited and ready for tonight's chat!#SW3100

ain'tnostoppingmenow @aintn0stopping2
#MacroSW, Hello, my name is Lou Waters, a BSW student at UD Mercy and my Sw3100 class is participating in the chat tonight. #MacroSw #SWK3100

wilsjt3 @wilsjt3
@aintn0stopping2 We ready #MacroSW #SW3100 wilsjt3
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz
So two very important things are happening in around 10 minutes! #1 my @QuornUS nuggets will be done and #2 the @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW chat will start. Please forgive the soon to be flurry of tweets! https://t.co/oVXe8DKOrD

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Tonight's #MacroSW Chat starts in just over 10 minutes! Get ready for a lot more tweets from this account for at least the next hour and maybe a little more. https://t.co/Lqjk7ailaY

R.Tansil @FutureSW3
#MacroSW #SWK3100 Good Evening!

Keisha Grundy @GrundyKeisha
@aintnostopping2 sorry its #sw3100 and #macrosw

Keisha Grundy @GrundyKeisha
Hello, my name is Keisha Grundy, a BSW student at UD Mercy and my Sw3100 class is participating in the chat tonight.#MacroSW #SW3100

Jas @Jasmine_C27
Hi I am Jasmine a BSW student and my #SWK3100 class is participating in the chat tonight #MacroSW

Michelle Hill SW3100 @sw3100
Hi, I am Michelle Hill, a BSW student and my #SW3100 class is participating in the Chat tonight #MacroSW. #MacroSW

UDMEconMajor @EconUdm
Hey, I'm Kevin McTigue and my #SW3100 class is participating in tonight's chat #MacroSW
Stephen Cummings LISW 🍪 🌟 @spcummings
I'll be hosting the #MacroSW chat tonight...please excuse the extra tweets!! https://t.co/YQBfuVnmM4

R.Tansil @FutureSW3
RT @SWcareer: Licensing at the Macro Level: Purpose and Goals https://t.co/uJlwzSoLQZ RT @OfficialMacroSW < #MacroSW twitter chat tonight a...

Morgan Benson @MorganB02814905
Hi, I am Morgan Benson, a BSW student, and my #SW3100 class is participating in the chat tonight! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T 🍩 @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: I'll be hosting the #MacroSW chat tonight...please excuse the extra tweets!!
https://t.co/YQBfuVnmM4

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T 🍩 @TheMattSchwartz
@spcummings I will be with you as soon as I grab my non-chicken-chicken-nuggets and some BBQ sauce :D like...3 minutes or so #MacroSW

wilsjt3 @wilsjt3
#MacroSW Hello, I am James Wilson, a BSW student and my #SW3100 class is participating in the chat tonight (03/14/19) #MacroSW #SW3100 wilsjt3

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: I'll be hosting the #MacroSW chat tonight...please excuse the extra tweets!!
https://t.co/YQBfuVnmM4
UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
Please excuse the extra tweets for the next hour as we join the #MacroSW Chat! https://t.co/f85014GaCC 
an hour ago

Melissa Stein @Melissa55308189  
Hi all! I am Melissa Stein, a BSW student our class #SW3100 class is joining in in for the chat tonight! #MacroSW . I am excited to hear from all of you! 
an hour ago

wilsjt3 @wilsjt3  
@OfficialMacroSW Lets' chat #MacroSW #SW3100 
an hour ago

elizabeth wynne @lizwynne2020  
Hello everyone, My name is Liz! I am BSW student and my #SW3100 class is participating in the Chat tonight #MacroSW #SW3100 
an hour ago

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW  
RT @UBSSW: A macro social work license? No such thing here in NYS. So tune in to learn about what and where this is in just 25 minutes! htt... 
an hour ago

Stephen Cummings LISW 📚 🌐 @spcummings  
Welcome to the #MacroSW chat! Learn all about us at https://t.co/dPfKZRpWFt. 
an hour ago

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul  
RT @spcummings: Welcome to the #MacroSW chat! Learn all about us at https://t.co/dPfKZRpWFt. 
an hour ago

sarah finkenbine @FinkenbineSarah  
@OfficialMacroSW Hi, I’m sarah, a BSW student and my #swk3100 class is participating in the chat tonight #MacroSW 
an hour ago

keyera butler @ButlerKeyera
Hi, I am Keyera Butler, a BSW student and my #SWK3100 class is participating in the chat tonight #MACROSW

Ashley M @AshleyM21289317
Hello everyone, I am Ashley M, a BSW student and my #SW3100 class is participating in the Chat tonight!! 😊 #MacroSW Don't forget your hashtags!

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Hi folks! @porndaughter on the official handle for tonight's #MacroSW chat!

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Hello everyone! #MacroSW chat starts in 10 minutes!

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: Welcome to the #MacroSW chat! Learn all about us at https://t.co/dPfKZRpWFt.

Stephen Cummings LISW 🍩 🍩 @spcummings
Tonight's topic is Licensing at the Macro Level: Purpose and Goals. Check out the blog at https://t.co/QIDmJSkduE #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: Tonight's topic is Licensing at the Macro Level: Purpose and Goals. Check out the blog at https://t.co/QIDmJSkduE #MacroSW

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
RT @spcummings: Welcome to the #MacroSW chat! Learn all about us at https://t.co/dPfKZRpWFt.
Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork
Happy Social Work Month everyone! Dr. Janet Joiner here from #DetroitMercy participating in tonight’s Chat with my #SW3100 Policy course #macrosw

Michael Che Snodgrass @CheSnodgrass
@spcummings #MacroSW #SW2100 🤗🤗 alright then.

Michelle Hill SW3100 @sw3100
Hi, I am Michelle Hill, a BSW student and my #SW3100 class is participating in the Chat tonight #MacroSW.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: Welcome to the #MacroSW chat! Learn all about us at https://t.co/dPfKZRpWFt.

Stephen Cummings LISW 🍭 🎙 @spcummings
Thanks for covering the #MacroSW handle @porndaughter !!

wilsjt3 @wilsjt3
@spcummings Hello Stephen Cummings, I am James Wilson, a BSW student and my #SW3100 class is participating in tonight's chat. #MacroSW #SW3100

R.Tansil @FutureSW3
Hi I'am Rosalyn,a BSW student and my SWK 3100 class is participating in the chat tonight #MacroSW #SW3100"
@OfficialMacroSW twitter chat

Michael Che Snodgrass @CheSnodgrass
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Tonight's #MacroSW Chat starts in just over 10 minutes! Get ready for a lot more tweets from this account for at least...
elizabeth wynne @lizwynne2020
RT @CyberSocialWork: Happy Social Work Month everyone! Dr. Janet Joiner here from #DetroitMercy participating in tonight’s Chat with my #S...

an hour ago

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: Thanks for covering the #MacroSW handle @porndaugter !! https://t.co/GTnoUN3wae

an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Shout out to all the students on for the #macrosw chat! https://t.co/G24aOq78Yg

an hour ago

Stephen Cummings LISW 🍀 🎙 @spcummings
@CyberSocialWork Thanks for joining us! And thank you for your article on https://t.co/e6JNfjZXoF! #MacroSW #SocialWorkMonth

an hour ago

Temperance @drama_qveenn
Hi, I’m Temperance Baker, a BSW student and my #SW3100 class is participating in the chat tonight #MacroSW

an hour ago

Andre Flowers @AndreFI96962143
#MacroSW #Sw3100 A1 The purpose of SW license is to assure the public that the social worker has the proper education and training to provide ethical and complete service.

an hour ago

Stephen Cummings LISW 🍀 🎙 @spcummings
This is @spcummings, and I’ll be your host for tonight’s #MacroSW chat.

an hour ago

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Shout out to all the students on for the #macrosw chat! https://t.co/G24aOq78Yg

an hour ago
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul  
an hour ago
RT @spcummings: @CyberSocialWork Thanks for joining us! And thank you for your article on https://t.co/e6JNfjZXoF! #MacroSW #SocialWorkMonth

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz  
an hour ago
@spcummings And Here! Having Non-Chicken Chicken Nuggets, with a side of $6.00 red wine, and gummy bears for dessert #MacroSW

Amanda Augustine @aaugustineUB  
an hour ago
Hi everyone! My name is Amanda and I’m currently a foundation year student in UB’s MSW program! #MacroSW http://t.co/PxHolnqD1v

Wendy Velasquez Rivera @W_Velasquez_R  
an hour ago
@OfficialMacroSW Hello my name is Wendy Velasquez, so excited to be a part of this twitter chat #MacroSW #CSUDH501

Stephen Cummings LISW @spcummings  
an hour ago
If you are new to the chats, we have a blog post to help you out: https://t.co/5QvPjCEKCm #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  
an hour ago
@spcummings @porndaughter You’re welcome #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW @spcummings  
an hour ago
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Shout out to all the students on for the #macrosw chat! https://t.co/G24aOq78Yg

DT Bruno @dplusbruno  
an hour ago
RT @spcummings: If you are new to the chats, we have a blog post to help you out: https://t.co/5QvPjCEKCm #MacroSW
Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️🎙@spcumings
Before we begin, let’s all take a moment for introductions. At 9:10 I’ll introduce our expert, and we’ll get started! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcumings: @CyberSocialWork Thanks for joining us! And thank you for your article on https://t.co/e6JNfjZXoF! #MacroSW #SocialWorkMonth

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect
Hello - this is Jenna, MPH, LMSW and school district administrator. Heck yeah, that "L" Is for License, and yes it’s in Macro :) High fiving you from the thunderstorming Mitten State. #MacroSW

Michael Che Snodgrass @CheSnodgrass
@OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW #SW2100 yes let’s Go🗣

Emily Tout @EmilyTout96
Hi all, my name is Emily. I am in a dual-degree for Social Work and Law, with @UBSSW! Trying to stay awake through this chat with an overtired tiny human, some weird train movie blaring, and half asleep myself. Let’s see if I can make it through to the other side #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcumings: If you are new to the chats, we have a blog post to help you out: https://t.co/5QvPjCEKCm #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Sounds yummy #MacroSW
Stephen Cummings LISW 📇 ⬇️ @spcummins

I’m Stephen, a #MacroSW partner and Clinical Assistant Professor at @UISchoolofSW #MacroSW

R.Tansil @FutureSW3

RT @OfficialMacroSW: Shout out to all the students on for the #macrosw chat! https://t.co/G24aOq78Yg

keyera butler @ButlerKeyera

RT @sw3100: Hi, I am Michelle Hill, a BSW student and my #SW3100 class is participating in the Chat tonight #MacroSW. https://t.co/kvKo8pP2...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul

Hi #macrosw! @nancy_kusmaul, assistant professor @umbc @mdsocialwork, alum of @ubssw, affiliate of @UBittic and #macrosw regular.

John Halloran @JoThoHalloran

@spcummins Hi, #MacroSW, I’m John Halloran. I’m an assistant professor of work at LewisU.

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T ⚡ @TheMattSchwartz

Hi Everyone! My name is Matt Schwartz, I am an alum of the @UBSSW and I am in Public Practice as a Mental Health Counselor at a wonderful Not-For-Profit/Community Behavioral Health Center, and in private practice for Solutions Focused Counseling & Macro Work #MacroSW

Michael Che Snodgrass @CheSnodgrass

@OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW #SW2100 how is everyone? Michael is on board like a surfer 🏄
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@EmilyTout96 @UBSSW Thank you for joining #MacroSW

an hour ago

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️ 🎙️ @spcummings
Shout out to the other #MacroSW partners: @karenzgoda
@SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @PoliSW
#MacroSW

an hour ago

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T 🚶♂️
@TheMattSchwartz
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Hi #macrosw! @nancy_kusmaul, assistant
professor @umbc @mdsocialwork, alum of @ubssw, affiliate of
@UBittic and #macrosw...

an hour ago

TFlowers @TFlower29170309
RT @spcummings: @CyberSocialWork Thanks for joining us! And
thank you for your article on https://t.co/e6JNfjZXoF! #MacroSW
#SocialWorkMonth

an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: I’m Stephen, a #MacroSW partner and Clinical
Assistant Professor at @UISchoolofSW #MacroSW

an hour ago

Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork
RT @spcummings: @CyberSocialWork Thanks for joining us! And
thank you for your article on https://t.co/e6JNfjZXoF! #MacroSW
#SocialWorkMonth

an hour ago

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️ 🎙️ @spcummings
I also want to thank our chat contributors Alyssa Lotmore
@AlyssaLotmore, @acosaorg, @ubssw. #MacroSW

an hour ago
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: I’m Stephen, a #MacroSW partner and Clinical Assistant Professor at @UISchoolofSW #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: Shout out to the other #MacroSW partners: @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @PoliSW #MacroSW

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
Name’s DT and I’m doing policy track at @ColumbiaSSW. Currently doing my field placement at nonprofit org. focusing on child welfare reform. Will probably just “lurk” around with tonight’s #MacroSW...

Taylor @Tayloracloutier
Hey everyone! Taylor here from Detroit Mercy, I will be participating in tonight’s chat, excited to see everyone’s perspectives! #MacroSW #SW3100

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Sunya Folayan, creative practitioner in macro practice and chat partner dropping into the mix. Welcome all!#MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Hi, this is Pat Shelly for @UBSSW - I'm always interested in where you're tweeting from - what state or province or other-than-USA nation-state?I'm making a list... so far: CA, IA, MD, MI, NYS, VA, #MacroSW https://t.co/BkwO7yQD0d

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕🎙 @spcummings
Also, #MacroSW contributor Zane May @PraxisPod is handling the @acosaorg handle. #MacroSW
ACOSA @acosaorg
Good evening everyone! My name is Zane and I'm representing ACOSA tonight :D #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@EmilyTout96 @UBSSW We're glad you're here! #GoBulls #academicmama #macrosw

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
GOOD EVENING #MacroSW!!! https://t.co/znqoH25gsi

Stephen Cummings LISW☕🎙@spcummings
Before we start, some tips! Tip Number One: Include "#MacroSW" with all your tweets, so we can see you!

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @spcummings: Shout out to the other #MacroSW partners: @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @PoliSW #MacroSW

Camille Sinclair @CamilleSinclai4
Hi everyone! I am Camille Sinclair, a BSW student! My #SWK3100 #SW3100 class and I are excited to participate in the chat tonight!! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-Tocked@TheMattSchwartz
RT @karenzgoda: GOOD EVENING #MacroSW!!! https://t.co/znqoH25gsi

LolaLeu @lola_leu
Good evening everyone, I’m Bee from UB #MacroSW
Stephen Cummings LISW ☕🎙@spcummings an hour ago
Tip Number Two: Questions will be posted with a handy “Q1”, “Q2”, and so on. Please wait to answer until you see the question and answer with “A1”, “A2”, .... #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕🎙@spcummings an hour ago
RT @karenzgoda: GOOD EVENING #MacroSW!!!
https://t.co/znqoH25gsi

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz an hour ago
RT @spcummings: Before we start, some tips! Tip Number One: Include "#MacroSW" with all your tweets, so we can see you!

Daniel Craigie @craigie_daniel an hour ago
I'm Daniel from the UB school of Social Work. I'll be joining tonight's discussion #macrosw

Alli* @allioops96 an hour ago
#MacroSW Hi there, tuning in!

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕🎙@spcummings an hour ago
One more thing before we get to the chat: #MacroSW is on Patreon,

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul @spcummings @AlyssaLotmore @acosaorg @UBSSW If you haven't checked out @AlyssaLotmore's radio show @socialworkersfm, you should, and it's available via apple podcasts, where I've been listening. #macrosw
Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ 🎙 @spcummings
Your support will enable us to expand our work and continue the chats. You can become a patron at https://t.co/7EwjtgsRYk. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T ⚹ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: One more thing before we get to the chat: #MacroSW is on Patreon,

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: Before we start, some tips! Tip Number One: Include "#MacroSW" with all your tweets, so we can see you!

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ 🎙 @spcummings
If you aren’t in a position to become a patron please support #MacroSW by retweeting the link https://t.co/7EwjtgsRYk.

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Shout out to the other #MacroSW partners: @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @PoliSW #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: Also, #MacroSW contributor Zane May @PraxisPod is handling the @acosaorg handle. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T ⚹ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: If you aren't in a position to become a patron please support #MacroSW by retweeting the link https://t.co/7EwjtgsRYk.
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@karenzgoda Hi Karen! #macrosw https://t.co/IG5ZSEOjkD

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: Sunya Folayan, creative practitioner in macro practice and chat partner dropping into the mix. Welcome all!#MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: Hi, this is Pat Shelly for @UBSSW - I'm always interested in where you're tweeting from - what state or province or other-than-...

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings @AlyssaLotmore @acosaorg @UBSSW If you haven’t checked out @AlyssaLotmore’s radio show @socialworkersfm, you...

Michael Che Snodgrass @CheSnodgrass @CyberSocialWork #MacroSW #SW2100 Good evenings Dr. Joiner. Happy Social Work Month!

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: Tip Number Two: Questions will be posted with a handy “Q1”, “Q2”, and so on. Please wait to answer until you see the questi...

Stephen Cummings LISW 😎 ¶ @spcummings
Now, let’s get started! #MacroSW

NataliCervantes @NataliCervant10
Hello everyone I’m Natali Cervantes MSW student @ #CSUDHMSW501 #macrosw
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Thanks in advance for your support! #MacroSW

The Social Workers @socialworkersfm
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings @AlyssaLotmore @acosaorg @UBSSW If you haven't checked out @AlyssaLotmore's radio show @socialworkersfm, you...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T
@TheMattSchwartz
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Thanks in advance for your support! #MacroSW https://t.co/STvcPhK3Qx

Elijah @MrElijah
RT @spcummings: If you aren't in a position to become a patron please support #MacroSW by retweeting the link https://t.co/7EwjtgSRyk.

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: Now, let’s get started! #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Karen here in Boston, social worker & #MacroSW founder and I am CAUGHT UP ON JANURY PAPERWORK (until I meet with my supervisor in the morning anyways ;)) https://t.co/1ut0ARKIW5

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
@spcummings @karenzgoda @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @poliSW Backatcha! #MacroSW

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @spcummings: If you aren't in a position to become a patron please support #MacroSW by retweeting the link https://t.co/7EwjtgSRyk.
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@nancy_kusmaul Great to see you tonight Nancy!! #MacroSW

an hour ago

TFlowers @TFlower29170309
Good Evening! Tiffany Flowers representing UDMercy in Detroit, Michigan...ready to chat and learn more about macro level licensure. #MacroSW #SWK4999

an hour ago

Foster Care Today @FosterCareToday
RT @dplusbruno: Name's DT and I'm doing policy track at @ColumbiaSSW. Currently doing my field placement at nonprofit org. focusing on chil...

an hour ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SunyaFolayan: @spcummings @karenzgoda @porndaunder @VilissaThompson @poliSW Backatcha! #MacroSW

an hour ago

Michael Che Snodgrass @CheSnodgrass
@AshleyM21289317 #MacroSW #SW3100 yes yes yes😊and good to communicate with you again. Thanks for the advice😊

an hour ago

Stephen Cummings LISW 🎙️ 🎙️ @spcummings
Question 1 coming up in 30 seconds! #MacroSW

an hour ago

Erica @SW_Erica14
Hi everyone, I’m Erica a BSW student from FGCU #macrosw

an hour ago

Michael Che Snodgrass @CheSnodgrass
@CyberSocialWork #MacroSW #SW3100 Oops 😒 😒 correction

an hour ago

Caitlin Hoover @caitlanne
H this is Caitlin from Millersville University in PA #macrosw
Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️🎙@spcummings an hour ago
Q1: What is the purpose of the professional social work license? #MacroSW https://t.co/bLk8HUnSp

Yvonne Davis @YvonneD70870410 an hour ago
Hello, my name is Yvonne Davis, a BSW student at UD Mercy and my swk 3100 class is participating in the chat tonight #MacroSW #SW3100

Tim @gradschooltim an hour ago
@UBSSW @OfficialMacroSW I'm Tim, new guy, from PA. #MacroSW

DT Bruno @dplusbruno an hour ago
RT @spcummings: Q1: What is the purpose of the professional social work license? #MacroSW https://t.co/bLk8HUnSp

UB-Social Work @UBSSW an hour ago
RT @spcummings: Q1: What is the purpose of the professional social work license? #MacroSW https://t.co/bLk8HUnSp

Michael Che Snodgrass @CheSnodgrass an hour ago
@spcummings #MacroSW #SW3100 ok great!!!

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul an hour ago
Welcome to all the students! #macrosw https://t.co/FxnowD60cm

DT Bruno @dplusbruno an hour ago
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Welcome to all the students! #macrosw https://t.co/FxnowD60cm

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan an hour ago
RT @spcummings: Now, let's get started! #MacroSW
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karengoda
@SunyaFolayan @spcummings @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @poliSW #MacroSW https://t.co/H5gIrYM9HG

Morgan Benson @MorganB02814905
A1. The purpose of professional social work licensure is to make sure social workers receive necessary guidance and training during their education so they can use their skills and remain ethical when dealing with clients. #MacroSW #SW3100

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @spcummings: One more thing before we get to the chat: #MacroSW is on Patreon,

keyera butler @ButlerKeyera
A1 The purpose of profession social work license is to protect the public by making sure social workers are properly trained and educated to provide ethical knowledgeable services #MacroSW #SWK3100

UDMEconMajor @EconUdm
@spcummings #MacroSW #SW3100 A1 the purpose of the professional license is to let patients know that the SW is an accredited and properly trained SW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: Q1: What is the purpose of the professional social work license? #MacroSW https://t.co/bLk8HUngSP

sarah finkenbine @FinkenbineSarah
A1- purpose is to protect the public by ensuring that social workers have proper education and training to provide ethical and competent services #swk3100 #MacroSW
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@spcumming A1: To ensure that people who present themselves as social workers have the proper training and credentials to help and not harm individuals, families, groups, organizations, communities, and societies. #macrosw

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
Hey everyone! Popping on to see the conversation for tonight’s chat. Hope that Social Work Month is going well & Mercury Retrograde isn’t causing too much havoc! #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️🎙️@spcumming
Licensure is a part of social work; it’s not required for every role in which we engage, but for clinicians, it’s considered a requirement. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @MorganB02814905: A1. The purpose of professional social work licensure is to make sure social workers receive necessary guidance and tra...

Ligaya Loyola @LigayaLoyola
RT @VilissaThompson: Hey everyone! Popping on to see the conversation for tonight’s chat. Hope that Social Work Month is going well & Mercu...

Jas @Jasmine_C27
#MacroSW A1 the purpose of social work licensure is to make sure every SW is trained properly and have the education to perform job duties. #SW3100

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
A: proof of skill. #macrosw
DT Bruno @dplusbruno
RT @spcummings: Licensure is a part of social work; it’s not required for every role in which we engage, but for clinicians, it’s considere...

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕🎙@spcummings
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings A1: To ensure that people who present themselves as social workers have the proper training and credentials...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T ☑️@TheMattSchwartz
A1) It serves as professional gatekeeping, to ensure that minimum entry requirements have been met, it works to ensure the safety of our clients/patients, to elevate the profession in the eyes of stakeholders, and as a means for holding Social Workers accountable #MacroSW

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A: proof of skill. #macrosw

Stephen Cummings LISW ☑️🎙@spcummings
Less prevalent (yet available in some areas) is licensure for social workers working from a macro, or generalist, area of practice. #MacroSW

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
I am Eriel, MSW from Los Angeles. #MacroSW

Elijah @MrElijah
A1: the purpose of the social work license is to, among other things, protect the public. #MacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

RT @ButlerKeyera: A1 The purpose of profession social work license is to protect the public by making sure social workers are properly trai...

Camille Sinclair @CamilleSinclai4

@spcummings A1: The purpose of professional social licensure is to guarantee that all social workers have appropriate knowledge to make ethical decisions during everyday practice. This will ensure people get the proper hep they require. #MacroSW #SWK3100 #SW3100

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕🎙@spcummings

The Association of Social Work Boards lists several levels of licensure, including “advanced generalist.” #MacroSW https://t.co/30YGOQJQyR #MacroSW

Jas @Jasmine_C27

RT @ButlerKeyera: A1 The purpose of profession social work license is to protect the public by making sure social workers are properly trai...

Ashley M @AshleyM21289317

A1: The purpose of professional social work licensure is to ensure that the social worker is educated on how to work with clients. If the social worker doesn’t hold professional licensure he/she may impact clients in a negative way. #MacroSW #SW3100

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan

@TFlower29170309 Hi, Pat!❤️ #macrosw North Carolina, with Kansas stardust and snowflakes trailing behind.
Camille Sinclair @CamilleSinclai4
@spcummings A1: The purpose of professional social licensure is to guarantee that all social workers have appropriate knowledge to make ethical decisions during everyday practice. This will ensure people get the proper help they require. #MacroSW #SWK3100 #SW3100

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: Less prevalent (yet available in some areas) is licensure for social workers working from a macro, or generalist, area of p...

Keisha Grundy @GrundyKeisha
A1. The purpose of social work licensing is to assure that social work professionals meet the standards of rendering the safe practices to assist the public. #MacroSw #SW3100

elizabeth wynne @lizwynne2020
@spcummings A1: The purpose of a professional social work license is to protect and to ensure that social workers have the proper education and training to provide ethical and knowledgeable services to their clients across the nation. #MacroSW #SW3100

Michael Che Snodgrass @CheSnodgrass
#MacroSW #SW3100 Hi everyone!!! While I have time to announce, My name is Michael Che Snodgrass. I attend University of Detroit Mercy. Social Work is my major. And I love to travel and eat. 😆

wilsjt3 @wilsjt3
@spcummings Waiting for Q1!.. #MacroSW #SW3100
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @MrElijah: A1: the purpose of the social work license is to, among other things, protect the public. #MacroSW

TFlowers @TFlower29170309
@spcummings @OfficialMacroSW A1: I came across a good concise explanation on https://t.co/DUjmPV6B7S. They advised licensing of social workers protects the public by ensuring social workers have proper education and training to provide ethical and competent services. #MacroSW #SWK4999

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect
A1 To establish standards of knowledge and practice that are tied to the @NASW code of ethics among other unique #socialwork standards. So the public & colleagues can trust us. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@spcummings Isn't that what we're talking about? Why licensure is important to ensure competent, ethical social work at all levels? #macrosw

Taylor @Tayloracloutier
@spcummings @OfficialMacroSW A1: The purpose of licensure is to help the general public determine a safe space to seek professional help. It also helps set a standard for practitioners to reach regarding knowledge and quality of care #MacroSW #SW3100

Emily Tout @EmilyTout96
@spcummings A1. Allowing those who have the proper training and education to fill the roles that need to be met to help the greater good. Being able to show that you have received the education that you have and earn the title #SocialWorker @UBSSW #MacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: The Association of Social Work Boards lists several levels of licensure, including “advanced generalist.” #MacroSW https://...

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ 🎙 @spcummings
@MrElijah This is what it all comes down to...making sure the public is served well and kept from harm (malpractice). #MacroSW

TFlowers @TFlower29170309
RT @spcummings: Q1:What is the purpose of the professional social work license? #MacroSW https://t.co/bLk8HUnSP

Michael Che Snodgrass @CheSnodgrass
RT @spcummings: Q1:What is the purpose of the professional social work license? #MacroSW https://t.co/bLk8HUnSP

Melissa Stein @Melissa55308189
@spcummings @OfficialMacroSW A1: The main purpose to have a license for social work is to make sure that they protect the people from misconduct and as well as malpractice. With the license they are held up by the Code of Ethics and as well as their own agency's rules as well. #MacroSW #SW3100

Amy @Amybeth135
A1: Social work licensing guidelines are necessary to ensure that professionals in the field are competent in their careers. Without these requirements, the social work profession could lose credibility. #MacroSW

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @spcummings: Licensure is a part of social work; it’s not required for every role in which we engage, but for clinicians, it’s considere...
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: The Association of Social Work Boards lists several levels of licensure, including “advanced generalist.” #MacroSW https://...
an hour ago

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @MrElijah: A1: the purpose of the social work license is to, among other things, protect the public. #MacroSW
an hour ago

Camille Sinclair @CamilleSinclai4
RT @Tayloracloutier: @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW A1: The purpose of licensure is to help the general public determine a safe space to seek...
an hour ago

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1) It serves as professional gatekeeping, to ensure that minimum entry requirements have been met, it works to ensure...
an hour ago

Camille Sinclair @CamilleSinclai4
RT @Melissa55308189: @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW A1: The main purpose to have a license for social work is to make sure that they protect...
an hour ago

Caitlin Hoover @caitlanne
A1: The purpose is to make sure someone has learned the appropriate code of ethics/rules and if it is violated, someone can be held accountable for their actions. Having the license ultimately protects the public. #macrosw
an hour ago

ain'tnostoppingmenow @aintnostopping2
#MacroSW
an hour ago
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: @MrElijah This is what it all comes down to...making sure the public is served well and kept from harm (malpractice). #Macr...

Stephen Cummings LISW 📚 🎙 @spcummings
While licensure is seen as a feature of clinical practice, the “advanced generalist” licensure addresses social work practice that may be applicable to macro practice. (advanced generalist is more “non-clinical” than “macro”) #MacroSW

keyera butler @ButlerKeyera
RT @EmilyTout96: @spcummings A1. Allowing those who have the proper training and education to fill the roles that need to be met to help th...

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @spcummings: The Association of Social Work Boards lists several levels of licensure, including “advanced generalist.” #MacroSW https://...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @A2RecDirect: A1 To establish standards of knowledge and practice that are tied to the @NASW code of ethics among other unique #socialwo...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TFlower29170309: @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW A1: I came across a good concise explanation on https://t.co/DUjmPV6B7S. They advised lic...

Michael Che Snodgrass @CheSnodgrass
@spcummings #MacroSW #SW3100 great! This is a question I had chosen to answer.
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @A2RecDirect: A1 To establish standards of knowledge and practice that are tied to the @NASW code of ethics among other unique #socialwo...

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
RT @spcummings: While licensure is seen as a feature of clinical practice, the “advanced generalist” licensure addresses social work practi...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: The Association of Social Work Boards lists several levels of licensure, including “advanced generalist.” #MacroSW https://...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @caitlanne: A1: The purpose is to make sure someone has learned the appropriate code of ethics/rules and if it is violated, someone can...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Jasmine_C27: #MacroSW A1 the purpose of social work licensure is to make sure every SW is trained properly and have the education to pe...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: Licensure is a part of social work; it’s not required for every role in which we engage, but for clinicians, it’s considere...
keyera butler @ButlerKeyera
@EmilyTout96 @spcummings @UBSSW That’s so true we know that social workers work in a variety of settings and knowing how to follow ethical principles will make you a better social worker #MacroSW #SWK3100

Cassidy Bultena @BultenaCassidy
A1- It is important that the public can be assured of the training of their social worker. It is there to protect clients and ensure ethical procedures. #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: While licensure is seen as a feature of clinical practice, the “advanced generalist” licensure addresses social work practi...

Taylor @Tayloracloutier
RT @A2RecDirect: A1 To establish standards of knowledge and practice that are tied to the @NASW code of ethics among other unique #socialwo...

Ann-Marie O'Brien @StrongGirl51
A1 The purpose of licensure or registration as we have in Ontario is to protect the public. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕🎙 @spcummings
@CheSnodgrass Well done --- you get the requisite points! #MacroSW

Melissa Stein @Melissa55308189
@nancy_kusmaul @spcummings Well said! I completely agree with you. It is important that the proper training and credentials are in place! #MacroSW #SW3100
Taylor @Tayloracloutier
RT @CamilleSinclai4: @spcummings A1: The purpose of professional social licensure is to guarantee that all social workers have appropriate...

keyera butler @ButlerKeyera
RT @BultenaCassidy: A1- It is important that the public can be assured of the training of their social worker. It is there to protect clien...

Stephen Cummings LISW 🥅 ‍ @spcummings
Q2 is coming up in 30 seconds! #MacroSW

Melissa Stein @Melissa55308189
RT @CamilleSinclai4: @spcummings A1: The purpose of professional social licensure is to guarantee that all social workers have appropriate...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
#macrosw https://t.co/0YhKpkOosM

keyera butler @ButlerKeyera
RT @caitlanne: A1: The purpose is to make sure someone has learned the appropriate code of ethics/rules and if it is violated, someone can...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: While licensure is seen as a feature of clinical practice, the “advanced generalist” licensure addresses social work practi...
Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @spcummings: @MrElijah This is what it all comes down to...making sure the public is served well and kept from harm (malpractice). #Macro...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: While licensure is seen as a feature of clinical practice, the “advanced generalist” licensure addresses social work practi...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T ⚡
@TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: Q2 is coming up in 30 seconds! #MacroSW

K Walker @KWalker6455742
@spcummings @OfficialMacroSW A1 the purpose of the professional social work license is to aid communities with competent safe professionals. #MacroSW

R.Tansil @FutureSW3
RT @spcummings: Hey #MacroSW folks! I'll be hosting (or at least moderating) tonight's chat! Let's talk about licensing social workers at t...

keyera butler @ButlerKeyera
@caitlanne I totally agree with you! Very informative #MacroSW #SWK3100

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Melissa55308189: @nancy_kusmaul @spcummings Well said! I completely agree with you. It is important that the proper training and creden...
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: #macrosw https://t.co/0YhKpkOosM

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Q2 is coming up in 30 seconds! #MacroSW

Erica @SW_Erica14
A1) The purpose of the profession Social Work license is to have requirements that social workers have to meet to become licensed in order for their to be constancy and credibility among licensed social workers. #macroSW

wilsjt3 @wilsjt3
@spcummings It ensures a society (the public) that a Social Worker has the proper education to perform the services as needed! #MacroSW for #SW3100 wilsjt3: James Wilson

Gina G. @TheGinaGi
RT @spcummings: While licensure is seen as a feature of clinical practice, the “advanced generalist” licensure addresses social work practi...

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ 🎙 @spcummings
What is the process for obtaining licensure in your area or jurisdiction?#MacroSW https://t.co/LUqrNV70MN

Taylor @Tayloracloutier
@A2RecDirect @OfficialMacroSW @nasw Hey Jenna! I really like that you included that the licensure links standards to the code of ethics as much of what social workers do comes down to ethical decisions and what is best for others! #MacroSW #SW3100
Keisha Grundy @GrundyKeisha
RT @spcummings: While licensure is seen as a feature of clinical practice, the “advanced generalist” licensure addresses social work practi...

John Halloran @JoThoHalloran
@spcummings A1.1: Social work licensure is a touchy issue for me. Though it creates a way to establish standards of practice, it at the same time runs the risk of pushing social workers away from the populations that they should be serving. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Tayloraclucentier: @A2RecDirect @OfficialMacroSW @nasw Hey Jenna! I really like that you included that the licensure links stardards to t...

LolaLeu @lola_leu
A1: Social work licenses ensures that someone will become recognized by their state #MacroSW

Amanda Augustine @aaugustineUB
I had always thought of licensure as more related to clinical practice and didn't realize that "advanced generalist" licensure was more applicable to non-clinical practice! Very interesting! #MacroSW

John Halloran @JoThoHalloran
@spcummings A1.2: In the macro context there is also a sense that licensing or professionalization will add legitimacy to social work or to reinforce the idea that social work belongs at the table. This is a legitimate area of concern and discussion. #MacroSW
John Halloran @JoThoHalloran
@spcummings A1.3: But, again, we shouldn’t fail to acknowledge that there are consequences to professionalization—particularly important for social workers to consider. #MacroSW

Melissa Stein @Melissa55308189
Hi Taylor! Loved the way you put this, the fact that to let the public have a solid understanding and feel comfortable! #MacroSW #SW3100

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
RT @JoThoHalloran: @spcummings A1.1: Social work licensure is a touchy issue for me. Though it creates a way to establish standards of prac...

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ 🎙️ @spcummings
Q2: What is the process for obtaining licensure in your area or jurisdiction? #MacroSW https://t.co/jZFYrg0UAR

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: What is the process for obtaining licensure in your area or jurisdiction? #MacroSW https://t.co/LUqrNV70MN

Emily Tout @EmilyTout96
@spcummings A2. Complete the necessary educational requirements and meet the NASW competencies, then sit for the licensure exam! @UBSSW #MacroSW #NY

Michelle Hill SW3100 @sw3100
A1. Social work licensure protects the public by ensuring that social workers have the proper education and training to provide ethical and competent services. As a regulated profession, licensure for social workers is common practice across the US. #MacroSW & #SW3100
Karen ⬿ Zgoda @karenzgoda @spcummings @CheSnodgrass #MacroSW https://t.co/z0VNa8dVuw

Morgan Benson @MorganB02814905
A2. There's 3 in MI. For RSST, apply to register, complete supervised work experience & submit application. For LBSW & LMSW, submit application, complete supervised work experience, pass exam specific to degree, apply for specific license & receive license from board #MacroSW #SW3100

wilsjt3 @wilsjt3
@spcummings Q1: A1: It ensures the public that the SW has the skills to perform the services that are demanded #MacroSW #SW3100

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect
A2 In Michigan, it's proof of BSW or MSW; either 2,000 or 4,000 work hours supervised by a SW with the same license (clinical or macro), and the ASWB exam. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@spcummings Maryland: Exam, three professional references, fingerprinting, background check. For entry level. Supervision for independent practice and more supervision for clinical license. #macrosw

Jas @Jasmine_C27
#MacroSW A2 One must first Get a degree from an accredited program, complete fingerprint recognition, apply for licensure, get a temporary license to practice, complete supervision hours for clinical license, and pass the exam. #SWK3100
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @JoThoHalloran: @spcummings A1.1: Social work licensure is a touchy issue for me. Though it creates a way to establish standards of prac...

Camille Sinclair @CamilleSinclai4
@spcummings A2: In Michigan one most submit an application for a limited license, complete 4000 hours of supervised experience, pass the Bachelor exam and then apply for the license which you will then receive from the board. #MacroSW #SWK3100 #SW3100

Tim @gradschooltim
@spcummings A1: To keep the johnny come lately's from undermining the standards and level of commitment of the professionals. A measurement of accountability..... ? #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Themes for Q 1: Quality control, ethical standards, accountability, professional gatekeeping, to ensure that proper educational and training standards are met, protect the health and well-being of the public #MacroSW https://t.co/02fQf0t1rd

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: Q2: What is the process for obtaining licensure in your area or jurisdiction? #MacroSW https://t.co/jZFYrg0UAR

ain'tnostoppingmenow @aintnostopping2
A1. The purpose of the social worker being licensed is to make sure we have the education, training and are ethically bonded. #MacroSw #SWK3100
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @EmilyTout96: @spcummings A2. Complete the necessary educational requirements and meet the NASW competencies, then sit for the licensure...

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Melissa55308189: Hi Taylor! Loved the way you put this, the fact that to let the public have a solid understanding and feel comfortable...

an hour ago

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ 🎙️ @spcummings @JoThoHalloran This was part of the presentation from last year's Influencing Social Policy conference...students are sometimes compelled away from studying macro-level social work because of the professionalization of licensure. #MacroSW

an hour ago

Michelle Hill SW3100 @sw3100 @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW A1. Social work licensure protects the public by ensuring that social workers have the proper education and training to provide ethical and competent services. As a regulated profession, licensure for social workers is common practice across the US. #MacroSW & #SW3100

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @JoThoHalloran: @spcummings A1.1: Social work licensure is a touchy issue for me. Though it creates a way to establish standards of prac...

an hour ago

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ 🎙️ @spcummings RT @UBSSW: Themes for Q 1: Quality control, ethical standards, accountability, professional gatekeeping, to ensure that proper educational...

an hour ago
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @JoThoHalloran: @spcummings A1.2: In the macro context there is also a sense that licensing or professionalization will add legitimacy t...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings Maryland: Exam, three professional references, fingerprinting, background check. For entry level. Supervis...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: Themes for Q 1: Quality control, ethical standards, accountability, professional gatekeeping, to ensure that proper educational...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @JoThoHalloran: @spcummings A1.3: But, again, we shouldn't fail to acknowledge that there are consequences to professionalization—partic...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @CamilleSinclai4: @spcummings A2: In Michigan one most submit an application for a limited license, complete 4000 hours of supervised ex...

CaitlinOcean @csussma2
RT @MrElijah: A1: the purpose of the social work license is to, among other things, protect the public. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: @JoThoHalloran This was part of the presentation from last year's Influencing Social Policy conference...students are somet...
Taylor @Tayloracloutier
@spcummings @OfficialMacroSW A2: In Michigan, one must have a degree from an accredited program, complete a criminal background check, take and pass the Association of Social Work Boards exam, document their fingerprints with the government, and complete all required supervised work hours #MacroSW #SW3100

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ 🎙 @spcummings
The U.S. Constitution reserved the regulations of professions to individual states. That’s why there’s no “national license” for social workers. #MacroSW

R.Tansil @FutureSW3
@Jasmine_C27 @UBSSW #MacroSW #SW3100 A.1. To assist the public through identification of standards and ethics for safe practice of social work. With standards governing ethics and qualifications for licenses.

UDMEconMajor @EconUdm
1) #macrosw #31000 There are several licenses for becoming an SW in Michigan. Here’s one. According to the State’s website, in order to become a LBSW. Graduate with a bachelor's degree from a CSWE-accredited educational program.

LolaLeu @lola_leu
A2: The process of obtaining a social work license includes fulfilling 12 applicable course credits, completing 3 years of supervision, and passing an exam #MacroSW

Michael Che Snodgrass @CheSnodgrass
#MacroSW #SW3100 #Q1 It’s purpose is to insure the public that the Social Worker has the correct and amount of training required to practice social work. And have the proper education as well to ensure ethical services.
Elijah @MrElijah  
A2: In Ohio the LSW requires a bachelors or masters in social work and passing the bachelors exam. The LISW requires a master’s in social work with 2 years post master’s experience, passing the clinical or generalist exam, and 2 years of supervision by a LISW-S #MacroSW

Amy @Amybeth135  
A2: The following site is very useful in understanding the licensing requirements in Iowa- https://t.co/knt83sQCzs #MacroSW

Erica @SW_Erica14  
A2) the steps it takes to get your LCSW in Florida are to complete 2 years of supervised clinical social work, complete the course work, submit an application for an LCSW license, and lastly pass the ASWB Clinical exam. #macroSW

sarah finkenbine @FinkenbineSarah  
A2- the process is as follows: earn degree from accredited program, apply for LL, take exam, work 4000 hours of supervised work in the field #MacroSW #swk3100

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz  
A2 Complete an MSW program that has Internship hours. Verification of that work & Mandated Reporter Certificate by the School to the State. Then application to the State to take the ASWB exam. Passing the exam = LMSW; #MacroSW
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz

A2.1 Then, if a clinical route; Fill out a Form 6 to get your supervision approved (after being hired by an agency), work 2,000 contact hours, 100 supervision hours, and still wait the three year period before you can apply for the LCSW exam, Take the exam and pass it #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz

A2.2 and then you can do clinical work (diagnosing, beyond counseling, etc.). NYS does allow LMSW’s the privilege of being in private practice, so long as it isn't clinical/cross the LCSW line #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz

A2.3 then with more supervision, earn your -R Psychotherapy designation, which allows you to contract with insurance companies (another 3-ish years) #MacroSW

UDMEconMajor @EconUdm

2) A2 cont #macrosw #3100 • Complete at least 4,000 hours of post-degree supervised social work experience over at least a two-year period. If the experience is gained in Michigan, must hold a Limited LBSW License.

Melissa Stein @Melissa55308189 @spcumings A2: Michigan: there are 3 different license to have: RSST, LBSW, and LMSW. There are 3 steps that need to be followed: apply for limited registration and complete supervised work experience(pass the Bachelor exam),submit the app & then wait to be notified. #MacroSW #SW3100
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@SW_Erica14 A1: It also means that you can get your MSW anywhere in the country and the curriculum will be comparable! Great for military families especially. #MacroSW
https://t.co/3OdcRbY6Q7

Camille Sinclair @CamilleSinclai4
@nancy_kusmaul @spcummings Hi, thank you for sharing your experience in Maryland. I find it very interesting that the process changes with the jurisdiction or area you are located in! I think this question was very interesting because it brought all parts of the world together. #MacroSW #SW3100

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕🎙@spcummings
@nancy_kusmaul We don’t require references in Iowa, but the supervision is essentially the same. #MacroSW

Caitlin Hoover @caitlanne
A2: In order to become a licensed social worker in PA, at the end of your graduate program you must apply to take the exam along with paying a fee, then take the 4 hour exam and pass. If you pass, you get your LSW, but there is more involved to get your LCSW #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: The U.S. Constitution reserved the regulations of professions to individual states. That’s why there’s no “national license…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
A2: Students: This may seem like a lot of steps, but you’ll be ready when you get there! #macrosw https://t.co/tUHOo9SyRB
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: What is the process for obtaining licensure in your area or jurisdiction? #MacroSW https://t.co/LUqrNV70MN

mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz
@spcummings A2. I live in NY State, so it's an adventure to say the least. To obtain the generalist license- LMSW you must have a MSW degree conferred and take a licensing exam... #MacroSW

UDMEconMajor @EconUdm
3) A2 cont #macrosw #sw3100 Pass the Bachelors Examination that is conducted by the ASWB. • Submit the fee with the application

Jas @Jasmine_C27
RT @Melissa55308189: @spcummings A2: Michigan: there are 3 different license to have: RSST, LBSW, and LMSW. There are 3 steps that need to...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @JoThoHalloran: @spcummings A1.2: In the macro context there is also a sense that licensing or professionalization will add legitimacy t...

Taylor @Tayloracloutier @nancy_kusmaul @OfficialMacroSW @spcummings Dr Kusmaul, I like that Maryland requires 3 professional references as well as required documents! I think professionals advocating for you and your character is an important step to take when asking others to trust you with life altering care! #MacroSW #SW3100

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz

RT @nancy_kusmaul: A2: Students: This may seem like a lot of steps, but you'll be ready when you get there! #macrosw
https://t.co/tUHOo9SyRB

Michelle Hill SW3100 @sw3100
@spcummings @OfficialMacroSW A2. Earn your degree from CSWE accredited program. Apply for Licensure. Take the n ASWB exam. Obtain employment as a LBSW or LMSW social worker. If working under a LCSW and meeting all requirements, after completing required hours of supervision and practice. #MacroSW & #SW3100

Daniel Craigie @craigie_daniel
A2: Earn a degree such as a master's degree, meet the code of ethics criteria, and pass the licensing exam #macrosw

UDMEconMajor @EconUdm
4) A2 Cont #macrosw #sw3100 A criminal background check is required if not previously taken for a Michigan health professional license. Fingerprint must be taken using the instructions and ID numbers that are sent to the applicant after the license application & fee are received

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @sw3100: A1. Social work licensure protects the public by ensuring that social workers have the proper education and training to provide...

Stephen Cummings LISW @spcummings
@nancy_kusmaul Yes, I help prepare students for this at the @UISchoolofSW ... I know some MSW students are concerned about this process. #MacroSW
Melissa Stein @Melissa55308189 @CamilleSinclai4 @spcummings Hi Camille! Wow, I didn't know about the amount of hours required. 4000! Good to know :) #MacroSW #SW3100

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW RT @spcummings: @nancy_kusmaul We don't require references in Iowa, but the supervision is essentially the same. #MacroSW

Michigan Schools @SchoolsMichigan RT @A2RecDirect: Hello - this is Jenna, MPH, LMSW and school district administrator. Heck yeah, that "L" Is for License, and yes it's in Ma...

👑 mizz_picklezzyz @mizzpicklezz @spcummings A2. For the LCSW well here take a look: https://t.co/gvNI8QNnnx and pay the ASWB and NY state again #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @A2RecDirect: A2 In #Michigan, it's proof of BSW or MSW; either 2,000 or 4,000 work hours supervised by a SW with the same license (clini...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul @spcummings That's particularly frustrating and limits mobility. Given the consistency of the @ASWB exams, states should at least consider reciprocity of some kind. #macrossw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings Maryland: Exam, three professional references, fingerprinting, background check. For entry level. Supervisi...
DT Bruno @dplusbruno
A2. If I want to work with Deaf/Hard of Hearing students in New York, I'll need NYS Licensed Clinical Social Worker and current NYS Social Worker certificate. For Teachers, same requirements PLUS valid NYS Teacher of the Deaf certificate #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: @nancy_kusmaul Yes, I help prepare students for this at the @UISchoolofSW ... I know some MSW students are concerned about...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: @JoThoHalloran This was part of the presentation from last year’s Influencing Social Policy conference...students are somet...

Andre Flowers @AndreFI96962143
#MacroSW #Sw3100 A2 You must first earn a degree from a (CSWE,) (BSW) program, then take a (ASWB) exam at the licensing board.

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
Every state is different. (CA) finger prints, live scan, ASW register, 3200 hours of supervised work in addition to require courses, let’s not forget that Law and ethics exam. Overall a lot #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: The U.S. Constitution reserved the regulations of professions to individual states. That’s why there’s no “national license...

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️🎙️ @spcummings
@GrundyKeisha In my jurisdiction (Iowa) LISW is "Licensed Independent Social Worker". In other areas it’s LCSW. #MacroSW
wilsjt3 @wilsjt3
@MorganB02814905 Great response Morgan!.. I decided to answer the same question (Q1) in three different manners like you did as well... by switching the words around in various ways to make sure we all have a good grasp on the understanding. #MacroSW #SW3100

Tim @gradschooltim
@spcumings @OfficialMacroSW I'm new to my area but I'm guessing it's an MSW, a test, and money. For clinical I believe it almost equates to obtaining another MSW; all the time, money, tutelage, and another test. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @dplusbruno: A2. If I want to work with Deaf/Hard of Hearing students in New York, I'll need NYS Licensed Clinical Social Worker and cur...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Amybeth135: A2: The following site is very useful in understanding the licensing requirements in Iowa- https://t.co/knt83sQCzs #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW ⚭ @spcumings
@nancy_kusmaul @ASWB The @ASWB is attempting to address this, I believe. #MacroSW

ain'tnostoppingmenow @aintnostopping2
@A2RecDirect @OfficialMacroSW @nasw Social workers are held to the highest standards, ethically and educationally. You also have the backing of a governing body. #MacroSw #SWK3100
Michelle Hill SW3100 @sw3100
@spcummings A2. Earn your degree from CSWE accredited program. Apply for Licensure. Take the national ASWB exam employment as a LBSW or LMSW social worker. If working under a LCSW and meeting all requirements after completing required hours of supervision and practice. #MacroSW & #SW3100

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T ⚠️
@TheMattSchwartz
@spcummings @GrundyKeisha it would be wonderful if we could get something nationwide/across the board/some kind of standardization #macrosw

TFlowers @TFlower29170309
@CamilleSinclai4 @OfficialMacroSW @spcummins I have A LOT of work ahead of me! But ready to put in the work. Do you know how much the application fee is for the license in Michigan? #MacroSW #SWK3100

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: @SW_Erica14 A1: It also means that you can get your MSW anywhere in the country and the curriculum will be comparable! Grea...

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz
@spcummings Which is infuriating because we have the NASW, CSWE, ASWB which are all national entities and accreditation bodies #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW 🍃 ☕️ @spcummins
Q3 is coming up in 30 seconds! #MacroSW

wilsjt3 @wilsjt3
@TFlower29170309 Hi Tiffany, #MacroSW #SW3100
Emily Tout @EmilyTout96  
My child just firmly advocated for a cookie at 9:30pm. I'm not usually weak when it comes to limiting sugar... But he made a really great argument and the advocate #SW & lawyer within me was proud, so he has cookie. I'll have him join in on #MacroSW next week. #CookiesForAll

Amanda Augustine @aaugustineUB  
A2: In NY, you must first earn an MSW degree from an accredited program, where you also completed 900 hours of field education. You then submit your application and schedule your exam. #AlreadyNervousAboutThis #MacroSW

TFlowers @TFlower29170309  
RT @spcummings: @nancy_kusmaul We don't require references in Iowa, but the supervision is essentially the same. #MacroSW

Amy @Amybeth135  
@caitlanne Caitlin, I appreciate that you point out the importance of protecting the public. Social workers often don't recognize the extent of the power they hold in relationships with clients. Licensing can help prevent the misuse of this power. #MacroSW

Temperance @drama_qveenn  
In order to become licensed in Michigan - a person must submit an application for a limited LBSW license. - Complete 40,000 hours of supervised social work experience - Pass the ASWB Bachelor’s exam - Apply for an LBSW - Receive your license from the board #MacroSW #SW3100
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T  
@TheMattSchwartz

@gradschooltim @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW In NYS you really pick up that time and supervision automatically while working with patients at your agency; there are licensing and testing fees, but it's nowhere near the cost of an additional masters #MacroSW

TFlowers @TFlower29170309

RT @spcummings: The U.S. Constitution reserved the regulations of professions to individual states. That’s why there’s no “national license...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

RT @WrightEriel: Every state is different. (CA) finger prints, live scan, ASW register, 3200 hours of supervised work in addition to requir...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul

Agreed. Especially since every state except California uses the @ASWB exams. #macrosw

Temperance @drama_qveenn

RT @EconUdm: 4) A2 Cont #macrosw #sw3100 A criminal background check is required if not previously taken for a Michigan health professional...

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz

@nancy_kusmaul @spcummings @ASWB I know some states do and others just don't #MacroSW 😊

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @mizzpicklezz: @spcummings A2. I live in NY State, so it's an adventure to say the least. To obtain the generalist license- LMSW you mus...
Morgan Benson @MorganB02814905
RT @wilsjt3: @MorganB02814905 Great response Morgan!.. I decided to answer the same question (Q1) in three different manners like you did a...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A2: Students: This may seem like a lot of steps, but you'll be ready when you get there! #macrosw https://t.co/tUHOo9SyRB

Amanda Augustine @aaugustineUB
A1: The purpose of social work licensure is to ensure that SWs (especially those in a clinical setting from what I’ve learned so far) have proven that they are qualified and trained to help their clients. #MacroSW (used the wrong hashtag, sorry!!)

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️🎙 @spcummings
Q3: How does the social work profession benefit from macro-level licensure? Does it? What are your thoughts? #MacroSW https://t.co/6mi8sxCuBV

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Q3 is coming up in 30 seconds! #MacroSW

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
RT @spcummings: Q3: How does the social work profession benefit from macro-level licensure? Does it? What are your thoughts? #MacroSW https...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T ⚠️@TheMattSchwartz
*glances over his glasses in Social Worker at California*
#MacroSW
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenczgoda
RT @EmilyTout96: My child just firmly advocated for a cookie at 9:30pm. I'm not usually weak when it comes to limiting sugar... But he made...

UDMEconMajor @EconUdm
@TFlower29170309 @CamilleSinclai4 @OfficialMacroSW
@spcummings #macrosw #3100 It looks like in Michigan the fees range from $42.50 to $62.40 depending on which level you're going for

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklez
@JoThoHalloran @spcummings It can definitely be cost prohibitive #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Amybeth135: @caitlanne Caitlin, I appreciate that you point out the importance of protecting the public. Social workers often don’t rec...

Nadine S. Murshid @NadineShaanta
#MacroSW A2 Sidebar:I wish licensure exams included questions on social change, advocacy, and policy. An understanding of the structural production of social problems is essential if we want to actually tackle said problems.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mizzpicklez: @spcummings A2. For the LCSW well here take a look: https://t.co/gvN18QNnnx and pay the ASWB and NY state again #MacroSW
TFlowers @TFlower29170309
@WrightEriel @OfficialMacroSW Fingerprints, interesting. Does CA require individuals to have no criminal records? #MacroSW #SWK3100

Temperance @drama_qveenn
@WrightEriel It is an extensive process #MacroSW #SW3100

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @dplusbruno: A2. If I want to work with Deaf/Hard of Hearing students in New York, I'll need NYS Licensed Clinical Social Worker and cur...

Amanda Augustine @aaugustineUB
RT @spcummings: The U.S. Constitution reserved the regulations of professions to individual states. That’s why there’s no “national license...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @WrightEriel: Every state is different. (CA) finger prints, live scan, ASW register, 3200 hours of supervised work in addition to requir...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: Q3: How does the social work profession benefit from macro-level licensure? Does it? What are your thoughts? #MacroSW https...

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect
A3 One of the biggest benefits I see from licensure is the requirement for 15 CEUs per year. It keeps us connected to new research & practice in the field. We are forced to keep up! ; ) #MacroSW
Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️ 🎙️ @spcummings
@mizzpicklezz Yes, it's a bit overwhelming. And membership to each adds up #MacroSW

Ashley M @AshleyM21289317
@TheMattSchwartz @spcummings @GrundyKeisha That would be nice! #MacroSW #SW3100

keyera butler @ButlerKeyera
A3: The social work license benefit from Macro-level social work because it is the most common practice and improve the quality of life for all individuals within that community #MacroSW #SWK3100

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings That's particularly frustrating and limits mobility. Given the consistency of the @ASWB exams, states should...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: @GrundyKeisha In my jurisdiction (Iowa) LISW is "Licensed Independent Social Worker". In other areas it's LCSW. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @A2RecDirect: A3 One of the biggest benefits I see from licensure is the requirement for 15 CEUs per year. It keeps us connected to new...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: @nancy_kusmaul @ASWB The @ASWB is attempting to address this, I believe. #MacroSW
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@TheMattSchwartz @gradschooltim @spcummings
@OfficialMacroSW You pick up that time and supervision if you are in a setting with other social workers. In the 12 years I was in practice, I had a social worker as a supervisor for only three of those years, because I worked in host settings like nursing homes. #macrosw

Karen 💐 Zgoda @karenzgoda
#MacroSW

Yvonne Davis @YvonneD70870410
@spcummings A 2 #MacroSW #SW3100

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @A2RecDirect: A3 One of the biggest benefits I see from licensure is the requirement for 15 CEUs per year. It keeps us connected to new...

Karen 💐 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Q3: How does the social work profession benefit from macro-level licensure? Does it? What are your thoughts? #MacroSW https...

Teka Richardson @RichardsonTeka
@spcummings #MacroSW A1: to assist and protect the public and identify standards for safe practice#SW3100

Emily Tout @EmilyTout96
@spcummings A3. In a sense, it gives more 'credit' to those doing macro work - it seems as if #MacroSW 'ers are not well-known about or no one knows their purpose and it can create the opportunity for even further educational knowledge if there were courses focused on this. @UBSSW
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @NadineShaanta: #MacroSW A2 Sidebar: I wish licensure exams included questions on social change, advocacy, and policy. An understanding o...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @aaugustineUB: A2: In NY, you must first earn an MSW degree from an accredited program, where you also completed 900 hours of field educ...

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ 🎙️ @spcumings
One consideration for advanced generalist licensure is that permits students to choose the macro path... in other words, students may feel less “forced” to follow clinical tracks of study in order to obtain professional licensure. #MacroSW

John Halloran @JoThoHalloran
@Amybeth135 @caitlanne But licensing in itself may *create* power dynamics as well. In professionalization sometimes what is given with one hand is taken away with another. Again, this is not necessarily good or bad. It just needs to be attended to. #MacroSW

Elijah @MrElijah
A3: A macro license could help make macro social work more recognized. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T ⚡️ @TheMattSchwartz
An excellent point! #MacroSW
elizabeth wynne @lizwynne2020
@spcummings A3: The social work profession benefits from macro-level licensure by being an essential part of helping the overall community. It identifies the needs and the designs and interventions that implements and improves the quality of life within that community alone #MacroSW #SW3100

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: Q3: How does the social work profession benefit from macro-level licensure? Does it? What are your thoughts? #MacroSW https...

sarah finkenbine @FinkenbineSarah
A3- this can benefit the community by having someone who is well equipped to help the community on a macro level, and this is where having a license would come in handy. #swk3100 #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @EmilyTout96: @spcummings A3. In a sense, it gives more 'credit' to those doing macro work - it seems as if #MacroSW 'ers are not well-k...

👑 mizz_picklezz 👑 @mizzpicklezz
@spcummings A3. I don’t know of any macro level licensing. What I see is LMSWs in macro positions. #MacroSW

TFlowers @TFlower29170309
@spcummings @OfficialMacroSW A3: For macro level social workers working within tgov’t as advocates... public is served via social policy that macro social workers help implement via community organizing, fundraising and bringing public awareness to an issue important in the community. #MacroSW #SWK3100
Yvonne Davis @YvonneD70870410
@spcumings @OfficialMacroSW A1 #Macrosw #sw3100

TFlowers @TFlower29170309
RT @spcumings: Q3: How does the social work profession benefit from macro-level licensure? Does it? What are your thoughts? #MacroSW https...

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ 🎙 @spcumings
@A2RecDirect I know this isn't a universally-shared opinion, but I agree! Quality CEUs are vital for keeping up in the profession. #MacroSW

Camille Sinclair @CamilleSinclai4
@TFlower29170309 @EconUdm @OfficialMacroSW @spcumings
Thank you for jumping in and answering for me! I was not sure about the fees as well! Turned into a learning opportunity for all of us!:) Goodluck on your journey! #SW3100 #SWK3100 #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @lizwynne2020: @spcumings A3: The social work profession benefits from macro-level licensure by being an essential part of helping the...

sarah finkenbine @FinkenbineSarah
RT @ButlerKeyera: A3: The social work license benefit from Macro-level social work because it is the most common practice and improve the q...

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
A3: A license can help support your #MacroSW work financially and educationally. It allows you to directly bring clinical insights to the macro level! https://t.co/0G93V3Yr5u
sarah finkenbine @FinkenbineSarah
RT @RichardsonTeka: @spcummings #MacroSW A1: to assist and protect the public and identify standards for safe practice#SW3100

Morgan Benson @MorganB02814905
RT @FinkenbineSarah: A3- this can benefit the community by having someone who is well equipped to help the community on a macro level, and...

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect
@mizzpicklezz @spcummings The state of Michigan has a "Macro Speciality" that goes with the Advanced Generalist ASWB exam. The L in my LMSW is for #MacroSW

Daniel Craigie @craigie_daniel
A3: Macro Social work looks at ways the community can improve and finds effective ways to do so #macrosw

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@EmilyTout96 We support all cookie monsters at #MacroSW https://t.co/XpNtp3N5sz

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T ⚠️
@TheMattSchwartz
A3 I'm not sure if a Macro License is necessarily as beneficial as a Macro Certification: certainly if every policy maker lost their job for bad policy, Washington would be different #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW 🌼 ⬇️ @spcummings
Research in the area of macro-level licensure includes work by Dr. Linda Plitt Donaldson @activist4justi1: https://t.co/kd8LeHDe4K #MacroSW (possible paywall)
Tim @gradschooltim  
@spcumings A3: I think it's important for the left hand to know what the right hand is doing. Macro can mean many things to the level of service provided. I think to know the how and why policies are implemented (or the why not's) help the practitioner navigate. #MacroSW

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz  
@spcumings I honestly don't think we need any license for macro social workers. It will just be more of a financial burden and honestly schools of social work need to do better at developing macro tracts and providing macro opportunities #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  
RT @karenzgoda: A3: A license can help support your #MacroSW work financially and educationally. It allows you to directly bring clinical i...

UDMEconMajor @EconUdm  
#macrosw #sw3100 A3 A major disadvantage of being a macro level sw according to the Houston Chronicle is the amount of time spent dealing with govt. red tape

Elijah @MrElijah  
@spcumings @A2RecDirect The key work is quality. #MacroSW

Amy @Amybeth135  
A3: Micro-level social work is often what first comes to mind when people consider social work. A macro-level license would help macro-level work become more appreciated and recognized. #MacroSW
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: @A2RecDirect I know this isn't a universally-shared opinion, but I agree! Quality CEUs are vital for keeping up in the prof...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T ⚪ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: Research in the area of macro-level licensure includes work by Dr. Linda Plitt Donaldson @activist4justi1: https://t.co/kd8...

Stephen Cummings LISW 🎤 @spcummings @A2RecDirect @mizzpicklezz Yes! A number of areas and jurisdictions offer this. #MacroSW

keyera butler @ButlerKeyera
RT @Amybeth135: A3: Micro-level social work is often what first comes to mind when people consider social work. A macro-level license would...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Themes for Q2 - In general: Complete BSW or MSW from CSWE accredited school, take licensing exam, complete required number of supervision hours, pass exam, complete CEUs per NASW regs. And pay for the privilege! #MacroSW https://t.co/oI916gFSBF

ain'tnostoppingmenow @aintnostopping2
Michigan recognized two classes of social workers, Licensed Master Social Worker (LMSW) and Licensed Bachelor Social Worker (LBSW). #MacroSW #SWK3100
Cassidy Bultena @BultenaCassidy
A3 The social work profession benefits from the competence that a licensed social worker has obtained. Awareness of systems involved within the macro level are important to understand and for one to have studied. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @mizzpicklezz: @spcummings I honestly don't think we need any license for macro social workers. It will just be more of a financial burd...

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
@spcummings @UBSSW @GrundyKeisha Thank you for that clarification. I was wondering about the differences ...#MacroSW

John Halloran @JoThoHalloran
@spcummings A3: In a social work community where licensure exists for other subspecialties, licenses would give #MacroSW more legitimacy within the profession. But, again, there are negatives to siloing social work specialties and licensure may reinforce the macro/micro divide.

Camille Sinclair @CamilleSinclai4
RT @lizwynne2020: @spcummings A3: The social work profession benefits from macro-level licensure by being an essential part of helping the...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz
A3.2 I'd be much more trusting, for instance, of a #MacroSW developed course/certificate, than I would say of a state level license for Macro Work (personally speaking)
James Bell @ItsJBThree
RT @mizzpicklezz: @spcummings I honestly don't think we need any license for macro social workers. It will just be more of a financial burd...

Teka Richardson @RichardsonTeka
@spcummings #MacroSW A2: Submit an application, complete 4,000 hours of supervised work in SW, Pass the ASWB exam, apply for LBSW license, receive your LBSW license from the board#SW3100

Jas @Jasmine_C27
#MacroSW A3 Social works benefit from the macro level because it is a popular practice, working with communities identifying needs and coming up with different strategies to help by improving the quality of living for all.#SWK3100

TFlowers @TFlower29170309
@spcummings @OfficialMacroSW Also want to add, I believe it is beneficial, the licensing helps make sure social workers are knowledgeable of relevant policy and rules. #MacroSW #SWK3100

Yvonne Davis @YvonneD70870410
@spcummings @OfficialMacroSW A1 #macrosw #sw3100 The purpose of social workers licensing is to assure that the social work professional meets the standards of rendering safe practices to assist the public.

Stephen Cummings LISW ☑️ ⬆️ @spcummings
The conversations among members is great tonight! Also, if you have a question for me directly, I'll do the best I can to keep up...be sure to use my handle @spcummings in your tweet. #MacroSW
Stephen Cummings LISW ☕🎙@spcummings
Question 4 is coming up in 30 seconds! #MacroSW #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @JoThoHalloran: @spcummings A1.3: But, again, we shouldn’t fail to acknowledge that there are consequences to professionalization—partic...

Michelle Hill SW3100 @sw3100
@karenzgoda @OfficialMacroSW Working at the macro level is exciting and engaging for those with a passion to create real and lasting change in society. It suits people who are interested in shaping public policy, and in political and social activism. #MacroSW & #SW3100

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @JoThoHalloran: @spcummings A1.1: Social work licensure is a touchy issue for me. Though it creates a way to establish standards of prac...

Melissa Stein @Melissa55308189
@spcummings @OfficialMacroSW A3 Social workers benefit in this level because of people that they help. Since this is the where communities are we can improve certain things for the better. Also, lobbying to change a law in health care or any type of social policy that they want to change. #MacroSW #SW3100

TFlowers @TFlower29170309
RT @lizwynne2020: @spcummings A3: The social work profession benefits from macro-level licensure by being an essential part of helping the...
👑 mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
@spcumings The @nasw, especially in the political climate we're in, should be putting a spot light on social welfare policy, civil rights and macro social work as a career opportunity. Clinical is great and Macro work is great too #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: Themes for Q2 - In general: Complete BSW or MSW from CSWE accredited school, take licensing exam, complete required number of su...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz
This is a good point: the @NASW code of ethics requires us to work across the Micro/Mezzo/Macro areas #MacroSW

Amanda Augustine @aaugustineUB
A3: As I mentioned, I didn’t realize that advanced generalist licenses were different or had different requirements! I think that the macro-level licensure would probably offer more insight on non-clinic topics and focus more on macro-level practice! #MacroSW

Camille Sinclair @CamilleSinclai4
@Melissa55308189 @spcumings @OfficialMacroSW Hi Melissa! I really liked that you included the Code of Ethics in your response. I did not consider that in my answer and for that reason, I'm very glad that I saw yours. #SW3100 SWK3100 #MacroSW (sorry for the retweet but I forgot to add a hashtag)

Stephen Cummings LISW @spcumings
Q4: How is the public served by social workers licensed at the macro level? #MacroSW https://t.co/6CGtWLajbZ
DT Bruno @dplusbruno 41 minutes ago
RT @spcummings: Q4: How is the public served by social workers licensed at the macro level? #MacroSW https://t.co/6CGtWLajbZ

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul 41 minutes ago
RT @mizzpicklezz: @spcummings The @nasw, especially in the political climate we're in, should be putting a spot light on social welfare po...

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz 41 minutes ago
RT @sw3100: @karenzgoda @OfficialMacroSW Working at the macro level is exciting and engaging for those with a passion to create real and la...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz 41 minutes ago
A3.3 Almost like "Board Certified in #MacroSW Work" like other medical professions are

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul 41 minutes ago
RT @Melissa55308189: @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW A3 Social workers benefit in this level because of people that they help. Since this is t...

R.Tansil @FutureSW3 41 minutes ago
#MacroSW #SW3100 Thats quite interesting to https://t.co/VxKV0V4iJY National license! #MacroSw#SW3100.

K Walker @KWalker64555742 41 minutes ago
@spcummings A3: it benefits SW by giving the SW skills to do large scale work aiding communities, design interventions, policy advocating that can improve quality of life. #MacroSW
LolaLeu @lola_leu
A3: The social work profession certainly benefits from macro-level licensure- POLICIES #MacroSW

TG 🎤 @tgthehost
RT @spcummings: Q3: How does the social work profession benefit from macro-level licensure? Does it? What are your thoughts? #MacroSW https...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @sw3100: @karenzgoda @OfficialMacroSW Working at the macro level is exciting and engaging for those with a passion to create real and la...

Stephen Cummings LISW 🎤 @spcummings
@A2RecDirect @MrElijah Bingo! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: Q4: How is the public served by social workers licensed at the macro level? #MacroSW https://t.co/6CGtWLajbZ

Amanda Augustine @aaugustineUB
A3 (pt.2): This is definitely something I want to learn more about! It would be interesting to see the differences between the two types of licensure!! #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: This is a good point: the @NASW code of ethics requires us to work across the Micro/Mezzo/Macro areas #MacroSW https/...
Keisha Grundy @GrundyKeisha
A2. Macro level social workers serve the public by promoting the voice of the people to be heard and properly represented. 
#MacroSW #SW3100

Caitlin Hoover @caitlanne
A3: Social workers benefit from licensure at the macro-level because it allows professionals to keep ethical standards and keep the clients’ best interest always as the most important. 
#macrosw

Michael Che Snodgrass @CheSnodgrass
#MacroSW #SW3100 #Q2 First start the social work program. Obtain a bachelors degree in the field. Apply for license. Take an exam through Advanced Generalist Social Work Licensing. If pass, you get a temporary license. Work the required amount of hours to be a licensure.

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz
A4 I am not yet certain/sure that we are; I think that Macro work is vital, but I'm not sure it needs to be separately licensed, or if this isn't something that doesn't already fall under generalist work, the LMSW license (at least in NYS). #MacroSW

elizabeth wynne @lizwynne2020
@spcummings A4. Macros social workers work at the community level. They work on programs that affect larger scale issues. They serve on larger roles leading nonprofits that meets communities needs and advocacy on a macro level. #MacroSW #SW3100
Melissa Stein @Melissa55308189
@lizwynne2020 @OfficialMacroSW @spcummings Hi Liz! Well said. Your statements are always clear and to the point. The quality of the community is extremely important. (: Can't wait to see you doing great things soon. #MacroSW #SW3100

#TeamKamala2020 @HoneybadgerLA
RT @JoThoHalloran: @spcummings A1.1: Social work licensure is a touchy issue for me. Though it creates a way to establish standards of prac...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A3 I'm not sure if a Macro License is necessarily as beneficial as a Macro Certification: certainly if every policy ma...

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
RT @lizwynne2020: @spcummings A3: The social work profession benefits from macro-level licensure by being an essential part of helping the...

#TeamKamala2020 @HoneybadgerLA
RT @JoThoHalloran: @spcummings A1.2: In the macro context there is also a sense that licensing or professionalization will add legitimacy t...

#TeamKamala2020 @HoneybadgerLA
RT @JoThoHalloran: @spcummings A1.3: But, again, we shouldn't fail to acknowledge that there are consequences to professionalization—partic...

Stephen Cummings LISW 🎤 ¶ @spcummings
@FutureSW3 Yes...this is why medical professionals answer to state boards. We experience the same model. #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: One consideration for advanced generalist licensure is that permits students to choose the macro path... in other words, st...

keyera butler @ButlerKeyera
@Jasmine_C27 Agree with you! I think social workers working within the community gives a lot of families the help they may need because we’re allowed to give them resources and improve the condition within that community #MacroSW #SWK3100

Emily Tout @EmilyTout96
@spcummings A4. Working towards social justice, human rights, advocacy, political positions, policy change, etc. from a specialized educational lens - which gives more knowledge of the topic. @UBSSW #MacroSW

Elijah @MrElijah
A4: the public is served by any licensed professional through regulation. I’m not sure how macro social work would be regulated. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @JoThoHalloran: @Amybeth135 @caitlanne But licensing in itself may *create* power dynamics as well. In professionalization sometimes wha...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
I believe it does fall under the LMSW (in NY) but not every state has a license where social workers can practice independently but not clinically. #macrosw
👑 mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
@spcummings A4. Macro social workers are dynamic, systems oriented professionals so communities benefit from us because we're analysts, we can connect communities to resources and some of us even write and are awarded grants for interventions at the macro level #MacroSW https://t.co/1leAbkR2Lo

James Bell @ItsJBTThree
RT @mizzpicklezz: @spcummings The @nasw, especially in the political climate we're in, should be putting a spot light on social welfare po...

wilsjt3 @wilsjt3
@spcummings Q2: A2: Submit app. for LMSW license Complete required ASWB licensing exam Complete 4,000 hours of supervised SWk Apply for LMSW license Receive LMSW license from board (Based on Michigan) #MacroSW #SW3100

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @EmilyTout96: @spcummings A4. Working towards social justice, human rights, advocacy, political positions, policy change, etc. from a sp...

James Bell @ItsJBTThree
@mizzpicklezz is saying all the things tonight on #MacroSW and I'm here for it 😊

Ashley M @AshleyM21289317
@Melissa55308189 @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW Hi Melissa!!! :) I'm considering working as macro level social worker because I want to advocate for Anti-bullying policies in schools! :) #MacroSW #SW3100 💗
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TFlower29170309: @spcumings @OfficialMacroSW
A3: For macro level social workers working within tgov’t as advocates... public is served...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @mizzpicklezz: @spcumings
A4. Macro social workers are dynamic, systems oriented professionals so communities benefit from us because w...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz
RT @nancy_kusmaul: I believe it does fall under the LMSW (in NY) but not every state has a license where social workers can practice indepe...

Stephen Cummings LISW @spcumings
RT @mizzpicklezz: @spcumings
A4. Macro social workers are dynamic, systems oriented professionals so communities benefit from us because w...

Ashley M @AshleyM21289317
A4: Social Workers serve the public at the macro level by working with clients in large systems or organizations. Macro level social workers also work in advocacy, policy and activist campaigns. #MacroSW #SW3100

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect
A4 VISION: Licensed Macro SWkers are recognized for their unique blend of education, ethics, focus on social justice...and move to the top of the pile for leadership positions in non-profits, government, school systems... #MacroSW
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@karenzgoda I feel obligated to keep up the gif game, but fading fast! #macrosw https://t.co/30oI0H9UU0

Amanda Augustine @aaugustineUB
A4: At the macro level, SWs have the opportunity to advocate for change that promotes social justice on a larger scale. They help to bring awareness to important issues and initiate needed change! #MacroSW

Daniel Craigie @craigie_daniel
A4: Social work can provide mental and physical assistance to community members. Furthermore, they can act as advocates for certain groups or individuals that are unrightfully oppressed #macrosw

LolaLeu @lola_leu
A4: The public benefits from macro-level licensed social workers since the social workers at that level can advocate for polices that negatively impact the public #MacroSW

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz
@spcummings A4. Macro social workers can evaluate programs and policy at any stage in between formulation and implementation. The reality is that we are social systems and behavior analysts. We really rock it tho when we're in macro positions. BETTER than any other profession. #MacroSW

Ann-Marie O'Brien @StrongGirl51
I was unaware that there is a distinct macro level licence. Is this standard across states? Could you send me a link? #macrosw
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @AshleyM21289317: A4: Social Workers serve the public at the macro level by working with clients in large systems or organizations. Macr...

R.Tansil @FutureSW3
@spcummings @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW # SW3100.
https://t.co/4ZJQsDnjCz workers on the macro-level, work on larger scale problems, lobbying for health care, advocating for social policy changes. Helping entire communities.

keyera butler @ButlerKeyera
@AshleyM21289317 @Melissa55308189 @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW That’s amazing I think working in schools is so beneficial for the students! A lot of students need guidance and someone their to look up too for advice! you’ll do great BTW #MacroSW #SWK3100

Jessi Gold @drjessigold
@OfficialMacroSW Just popping in quickly to encourage anyone interested to join @TIMESUPHC and help us unite across fields for gender equity and ending harassment in healthcare. would also LOVE data on this in social work if anyone has it to share #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @mizzpicklezz: @spcummings A4. Macro social workers can evaluate programs and policy at any stage in between formulation and implementat...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW very true. #macrosw
Tim @gradschooltim @spcumings @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW (I just want to read the answers)

Michael Che Snodgrass @CheSnodgrass RT @karenzgoda: A3: A license can help support your #MacroSW work financially and educationally. It allows you to directly bring clinical i...

Amanda Augustine @aaugustineUB I really like what you said about walking "with" and not "for" in terms of empowerment and advocacy! #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul RT @aaugustineUB: A4: At the macro level, SWs have the opportunity to advocate for change that promotes social justice on a larger scale. T...

DT Bruno @dplusbruno RT @OfficialMacroSW: very true. #macrosw https://t.co/bRD3t637xZ

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect @AshleyM21289317 @Melissa55308189 @spcumings @OfficialMacroSW Macro SWkers can make a BIG impact in school systems. Good luck to you! #MacroSW

👑 mizz.picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz @JoThoHalloran @spcumings It does, but usually nobody will hire us without the license. Where I live several funders require LMSWs for program implementation so I had to go back to school #MacroSW
Melissa Stein @Melissa55308189
@AshleyM21289317 @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW Ashley! Oh my goodness I can see that clear as day! I love that! You have such a caring soul and heart. They will be in great hands.
#MacroSW #SW3100 34 minutes ago

Cassidy Bultena @BultenaCassidy
@lola_leu I agree. It seems as though in many aspects a macro social worker is working behind the scenes. They often will not get the recognition like a micro worker, but nonetheless have very important roles in society and social justice. #macrosw 33 minutes ago

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@TIMESUPHC is a great cause for #macrosw! 33 minutes ago

Teka Richardson @RichardsonTeka
@spcummings #MacroSW A3: By allowing Social Workers to be involved on a larger scale with advocating change. Advocating change at the organization and community level will affect change on the smaller individual and family level.#SW3100 33 minutes ago

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @aaugustineUB: I really like what you said about walking "with" and not "for" in terms of empowerment and advocacy! #MacroSW https://t.c... 33 minutes ago

K Walker @KWalker64555742
@spcummings A4: The public I served by macro social workers investigating issues that affect the well-being of large groups of people on local, city, and state community levels. Then research, advocate for change. #MacroSW 33 minutes ago

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ 🎤 @spcummings
Question 5 is coming up in 30 seconds! #MacroSW 32 minutes ago
Ashley M @AshleyM21289317
@ButlerKeyera @Melissa55308189 @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW Thank You!! :) #MacroSW #SW3100

32 minutes ago

TFlowers @TFlower29170309
RT @OfficialMacroSW: very true. #macrosw https://t.co/bRD3t637xZ

32 minutes ago

Dara Kass, MD @darakass
RT @drjessigold: @OfficialMacroSW Just popping in quickly to encourage anyone interested to join @TIMESUPHC and help us unite across fields...

32 minutes ago

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️🎙 @spcummings
Do you have a macro-level license? Do you work with a social worker who has this license? What is your experience? #MacroSW https://t.co/CyheEQ7WKg

31 minutes ago

Temperance @drama_qveenn
A4: The public is served by licensed macro social workers because these professionals work with influential members with assistance in working with policies that impact the community. #MacroSW #SW3100

31 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Themes for Q 3: Keep current w/ CEUs; less “forced” to follow clinical tracks; makes macro social work more "legitimate;" improves the quality of life within communities; public is served via social policy that macro social workers create, implement, enforce. #MacroSW https://t.co/eaTsjGcLKU

31 minutes ago
DT Bruno @dplusbruno
RT @spcummings: Do you have a macro-level license? Do you work with a social worker who has this license? What is your experience? #MacroSW...

Angel Hollobaugh @AngelHollobaugh
Hi, I am Angel Hollobaugh, a BSW student and my #SW3100 class is participating in the Chat tonight #MacroSW I'm very late, but I'm going to post my answers here :( 

Amanda Augustine @aaugustineUB
RT @spcummings: One consideration for advanced generalist licensure is that permits students to choose the macro path... in other words, st...

Angel Hollobaugh @AngelHollobaugh
A1 Social work licensure protects the public by ensuring that social workers have the proper education and training to provide ethical and competent services. https://t.co/03ZMB5Fkzc #SW3100 #MacroSW

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
@spcummings A4: Community service, involving mental health clinics, to building and creating Psycho-educational programs (parenting, DV, anger managements). To consulting with local officials. #MacroSW

wilsjt3 @wilsjt3
@ButlerKeyera Hello Ms. Keyera Butler! I agree w/you as well ...no doubt! #MacroSW #SW3100 wilsjt3: James Wilson
Angel Hollobaugh @AngelHollobaugh
A2 Submit an application for a limited LBSW license, complete 4,000 hours of supervised social work experience, pass the ASWB Bachelors exam, apply for an LBSW license https://t.co/rzbMIh6G1S #SW3100 #MacroSW

R.Tansil @FutureSW3
RT @wilsjt3: @spcummings Q2: A2: Submit app. for LMSW license Complete required ASWB licensing exam Complete 4,00...

John Halloran @JoThoHalloran
@mizzpicklezz @spcummings And that is one of my objections to the credentialing arms race—the profession should be fighting for our place at the table without increasingly ratcheting up the requirements to get to be at the table. #MacroSW

Temperance @drama_qveenn
This is a great point!! #MacroSW #SW3100

Angel Hollobaugh @AngelHollobaugh
A4 Social workers who work at the macro level serves the public by community organizing, program management, political advocacy, policy analysis and/ or human services management. https://t.co/8xny3m9gWy #SW3100 #MacroSW (part one)

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: Themes for Q 3: Keep current w/ CEUs; less “forced” to follow clinical tracks; makes macro social work more "legitimate;" improv...
Angel Hollobaugh @AngelHollobaugh  
30 minutes ago

A4 I want to work as a clinical social worker, but also un maco practice. In other words, I care about working with individuals, but also getting to the root of major social issues. (part two) 
#SW3100 #MacroSW

Karen🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda  
30 minutes ago

RT @spcummings: Do you have a macro-level license? Do you work with a social worker who has this license? What is your experience? #MacroSW...

mizz_picklezze%M @mizzpicklezz  
30 minutes ago

RT @AngelHollobaugh: A4 Social workers who work at the macro level serves the public by community organizing, program management, political...

Michael Che Snodgrass @CheSnodgrass @karenzgoda #MacroSW #SW3100 Good answer👍 It can help professionally, as well as financially. But mainly, is that #TomCruse? The greatest actor of all time? 😁 SHOW ME THE💰!!!🤣🤣

ESSENCE DELMONTE @DelmonteEssence  
30 minutes ago

There is this stigma for people who use drugs that are not prescribed by a doctor, but many legal drugs that are prescribed by doctors have the same psychoactive and physiological effects as illegal drugs. So drugs aren’t bad if a doctor gave it to you? #MacroSW @StephenKoonz

Stephen Cummings LISW ☟ ¶ @spcummings @mizzpicklezz @JoThoHalloran This is one of the biggest areas of (sometimes contentious) discussion with which I've engaged, particularly with students. The professionalization of social work has led to licensure, but this is not a universally supported development. #MacroSW
Teka Richardson @RichardsonTeka 29 minutes ago
@nancy_kusmaul @spcummings #MacroSW Loved your response! Great point! #SW3100

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect 29 minutes ago
A5 Yes, I've had a Macro license from the state of MI since 2014. I started the process as a mid-career professional who had spent my whole career in public health. It was a great way to reconnect with everything that makes SW special and powerful. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul 28 minutes ago
RT @spcummings: @mizzpicklezz @JoThoHalloran This is one of the biggest areas of (sometimes contentious) discussion with which I've engaged...

keyera butler @ButlerKeyera 28 minutes ago
RT @spcummings: @mizzpicklezz @JoThoHalloran This is one of the biggest areas of (sometimes contentious) discussion with which I've engaged...

Angel Hollobaugh @AngelHollobaugh 28 minutes ago
@AshleyM21289317 Great answer Ashley! I'm excited to work at the macro level eventually :) #MacroSW #SW3100

wilsjt3 @wilsjt3 28 minutes ago
@AndreFl96962143 Hello Dr. Dre! Great response! ..I agreed w/you as well ..no doubt! #MacroSW #SW3100 James Wilson

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel 28 minutes ago
RT @UBSSW: Themes for Q 3: Keep current w/ CEUs; less “forced” to follow clinical tracks; makes macro social work more "legitimate;" improv...

mizzpicklezz @mizzpicklezz
@JoThoHalloran @spcummings I totally agree. I don't want there to be a separate macro license like I'm cool at the generalist level. I was able to sharpen my skills and talent at the #UBSSW. I honestly am good lol #IDontWannaPay..#MacroSW lol

ain'tnostoppingmenow @aintnostopping2
A2. To become a licensed social worker you have to have a bachelor's degree from an accredited program. Submit an application, supervised work experience, application. You also must submit to a background check, and pass the ASWB exam in Michigan. #Macrosw #Swk3100

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @A2RecDirect: A5 Yes, I've had a Macro license from the state of MI since 2014. I started the process as a mid-career professional who h...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@AngelHollobaugh You can do both. #MacroSw.

Gerald Joseph @geraldunf
RT @lizwynne2020: @spcummings A3: The social work profession benefits from macro-level licensure by being an essential part of helping the...

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ 🎙 @spcummings
@A2RecDirect Thanks for this, Jenna!! I wasn't sure if we had any macro-licensed social workers tonight. #MacroSW

R.Tansil @FutureSW3
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings That's particularly frustrating and limits mobility. Given the consistency of the @ASWB exams, states shoul...
Karen Zgoda @karengzoda
A5: I got my MSW w/ planning & administration focus. Studied super hard for many months and passed LCSW exam in MA; for direct clinical practice I would need LICSW. HARD TEST - was so excited to be minimally competent! https://t.co/JhFMIoscTK #MacroSW

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @A2RecDirect: A5 Yes, I've had a Macro license from the state of MI since 2014. I started the process as a mid-career professional who h...

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect @spcumings #MacroSW https://t.co/oAqef19ZeS

Angel Hollobaugh @AngelHollobaugh @drama_qveenn Nicly listed #MacroSW #SW3100

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul @spcumings @mizzpicklezz @JoThoHalloran Licensure definitely adds financial barriers which seems counter intuitive for a profession that advocates for empowerment and advocacy of those in positions of less power. #macrosw https://t.co/q9Sn1sLX0G

Stephen Cummings LISW @spcumings
Well, #MacroSW chatters, another hour is almost up. Please share your final thoughts. #MacroSW https://t.co/ieExRSVweB

Karen Zgoda @karengzoda
Welcome to #MacroSW!
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz
@OfficialMacroSW @AngelHollobaugh I am working toward my C, working as a Mental Health Counselor at a Not-For-Profit/Community Behavioral Health Clinic. In private practice, I do a lot of Macro level work! #MacroSW https://t.co/Yyxg7DIYkr

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
RT @spcummings: Well, #MacroSW chatters, another hour is almost up. Please share your final thoughts. #MacroSW https://t.co/ieExRSVweB

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @A2RecDirect: @spcummings #MacroSW https://t.co/oAqef19ZeS

Camille Sinclair @CamilleSinclai4 @spcummings A5: I personally do not have macro-level license as I am still a student working towards my BSW. I am only aware of my professors who have a social work license. However, I am lucky to learn from them and feel as I will be prepared for my own experience. #MacroSW #SWK3100 #SW3100

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: A5: ☕️ I got my MSW w/ planning & administration focus. Studied super hard for many months and passed LCSW exam in MA; f...

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️ ⬇️ @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW @AngelHollobaugh Agree with @OfficialMacroSW -- we should be skilled across the micro-macro spectrum #MACroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: Well, #MacroSW chatters, another hour is almost up. Please share your final thoughts. #MacroSW https://t.co/ieExRSVweB

Emily Tout @EmilyTout96
@spcummings A5. I honestly did not even know there was a Macro specific license before tonight. I am excited to add another dream and goal to the list! @UBSSW #MacroSW #academicmama #singlemama #SocialWork #Law

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @OfficialMacroSW @AngelHollobaugh I am working toward my C, working as a Mental Health Counselor at a Not-For-Profit/C...

wilsjt3 @wilsjt3
@GrundyKeisha Hi Ms. Grundy! Absolutely perfect response! ..I agreed w/you as well ..no doubt! #MacroSW #SW3100 James W.

Emily Tout @EmilyTout96
This night keeps getting better. Small child now just picked my Diversity & Oppression textbook for his bedtime. This night will be concluded (for child -I still have papers to write) by reading "Interrupting the Cycle of Oppression" #academicmama #singlemama #Macrosw #proudmama

ain'tnostoppingmenow @aintnostopping2
@MorganB02814905 A1. It's also great to be licensed because it's leads to more doors of opportunity being opened. #MacroSw #SWK3100
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T 🚶
@TheMattSchwartz
24 minutes ago

RT @spcummings: Well, #MacroSW chatters, another hour is almost up. Please share your final thoughts. #MacroSW https://t.co/ieExRSVweB

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T 🚶
@TheMattSchwartz
24 minutes ago

Thiiiiiiiiiiis #MacroSW

Cassidy Bultena @BultenaCassidy
@A2RecDirect Thank you for sharing Jenna! I think it is important that a social worker, who may be working in all kinds of positions with many people, is knowledgable about a wide array of fields and how they interact. #macrosw

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings @mizzpicklezz @JoThoHalloran Licensure definitely adds financial barriers which seems counter intuitive for...

Amanda Augustine @aaugustineUB
A5: I'm currently an MSW student, so I don't have any license (yet!). For the most part, I work with LMSWs because the agency I work has a focus on clinical micro work. These chats give me the opportunity to learn more about macro work, which I definitely appreciate! #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW 📚 🌐 @spcummings
@EmilyTout96 Your child is gonna loooove it!! #MacroSW
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@spcumming #macrosw provided an hour of thought provoking normalcy in an otherwise crazy week. Thank you, as always! https://t.co/GmP21XZ0Le

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect
Final comment: supervision for a #MacroSW license can be really rewarding. You can talk about/get support for your real-world application of SW principles, strategies, and ethics. Plus lots more.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcumming @mizzpicklezz @JoThoHalloran Licensure definitely adds financial barriers which seems counter intuitive for...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @EmilyTout96: This night keeps getting better. Small child now just picked my Diversity & Oppression textbook for his bedtime. This nig...

Angel Hollobaugh @AngelHollobaugh
@Jasmine_C27 Good answer Jasmine, it's important to know your SW has the right training and education so they perform within their compotancy #MacroSW #SW3100

Morgan Benson @MorganB02814905
RT @aintnostopping2: @MorganB02814905 A1. It's also great to be licensed because it's leads to more doors of opportunity being opened. #M...

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️🎙️ @spcumming
@aaugustineUB I'm glad to hear this!!! #MacroSW
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@JoThoHalloran @mizzpicklezz @spcummings That's a fair point, but tuition increases combined w/ cost of living expenses are far more effective at keeping otherwise qualified folks away from higher education. #MacroSW https://t.co/qcFgn0IHcL

UDMEconMajor @EconUdm
#macrosw #sw3100 Glad to be a part of this chat with people from all over the country who are committed to helping those in need in their communities

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T ⚽
@TheMattSchwartz
Final Thoughts: Good night everyone! Wonderful chatting! Now it's time for...some more food...and then this Social Worker to play video games and go to bed! #MacroSW

TFlowers @TFlower29170309
@spcummings Learned alot about the licensing process in other states. Some are more extensive than others. Overall enjoyed tonight's chat! #MacroSW #SWK3100

Amanda Augustine @aaugustineUB
@EmilyTout96 @spcummings @UBSSW Neither did I, I was a little confused when I first saw that pop up tonight! Glad I'm not the only one! #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@EmilyTout96 Don't give up! Never give up! And if you ever feel discouraged the #academicmama community is here to support you! #macrosw
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @sw3100: @karenzgoda @OfficialMacroSW Working at the macro level is exciting and engaging for those with a passion to create real and la...

TFlowers @TFlower29170309
RT @spcumings: Well, #MacroSW chatters, another hour is almost up. Please share your final thoughts. #MacroSW https://t.co/ieExRSVweB

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmail
RT @A2RecDirect: Final comment: supervision for a #MacroSW license can be really rewarding. You can talk about/get support for your real-wo...

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ 🎙️ @spcumings
As we get ready to wrap up tonight's #MacroSW chat, I want to thank my fellow #MacroSW chat partners: @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @poliSW https://t.co/pG3u6gXuUp

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Themes for Q4: Focus on social welfare policy, civil rights can redress root causes of major social issues; advocating for change at the organization and community level will affect individuals and families; create better policy analysis and management skills. #MacroSW https://t.co/UXWhWpBPWG

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz
A word #MacroSW
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T
@TheMattSchwartz
22 minutes ago
Thank you @spcummings for a wonderful #MacroSW chat! :) thanks to all the students who joined us :)

Cassidy Bultena @BultenaCassidy
22 minutes ago
This discussion has opened my eyes to the importance of licensure and as well a controversy that is behind it. As a beginner in the field, I am still learning how the system works! #macrosw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
22 minutes ago
Perhaps a more thorough discussion on professionalism vs. professionalization might be in future order. #MacroSW

John Halloran @JoThoHalloran
21 minutes ago
@spcummings I feel like I’m playing contrarian in lots of these #MacroSW chats here this year, but professionalization/licensure is something that I think needs to be critically examined. It’s not to put a good/bad label on it, but to think about how social work can develop intentionally...

Tim @gradschooltim
21 minutes ago
@spcummings @OfficialMacroSW That was indeed a fast hour. Thank you for letting me participate. #MacroSW

Amanda Augustine @aaugustineUB
21 minutes ago
RT @spcummings: @aaugustineUB I'm glad to hear this!!! #MacroSW

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
21 minutes ago
@spcummings @nancy_kusmaul #MacroSW https://t.co/oLk9r2SpZZ
Melissa Stein @Melissa55308189 21 minutes ago
RT @TFlower29170309: @spcumings Learned alot about the licensing process in other states. Some are more extensive than others. Overall enj...

K Walker @KWalker64555742 21 minutes ago
@spcumings Thank you #MacroSW Moderator for my first twitter chat. I liked it once I figured it out and was able to respond to the questions. How can I get a copy of the archived chat for review?

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕🎙 @spcumings 21 minutes ago
I also want to thank our chat contributors @AlyssaLotmore, @acosaorg, @ubssw. #MacroSW https://t.co/vMtO6JSzuT

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T ☑ @TheMattSchwartz 21 minutes ago
RT @SunyaFolayan: Perhaps a more thorough discussion on professionalism vs. professionalization might be in future order. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕🎙 @spcumings 21 minutes ago
@SunyaFolayan YES!!!! #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda 21 minutes ago
Yep. ☺️ #MacroSW

R.Tansil @FutureSW3 21 minutes ago
RT @spcumings: I'll be hosting the #MacroSW chat tonight...please excuse the extra tweets!!
https://t.co/YQBfuVnmM4

LolaLeu @lola_leu 21 minutes ago
@spcumings Thank you! You were a wonderful host! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
My list of tonight's locations: CA, FL, IA, KS, MD, MI, NC, NYS, PA, VA, and Ontario Canada! Where else? #MacroSW
https://t.co/rCTzScXLUb

👑 mizz_picklez👑 @mizzpicklezz
@nancy_kusmaul @spcummings @JoThoHalloran I was definitely blessed to be a non-traditional student in a position to obtain and pay for my MSW and go on to pay for licensing about 7 months after graduation #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: I also want to thank our chat contributors @AlyssaLotmore, @acosaorg, @ubssw. #MacroSW
https://t.co/vMtO6JSzuT

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: Themes for Q4: Focus on social welfare policy, civil rights can redress root causes of major social issues; advocating for chang...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: Well, #MacroSW chatters, another hour is almost up. Please share your final thoughts. #MacroSW
https://t.co/ieExRSVweB

TFlowers @TFlower29170309
RT @JoThoHalloran: @spcummings I feel like I’m playing contrarian in lots of these #MacroSW chats here this year, but professionalization/I...

Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork
Had another terrific experience participating in the Twitter Chat! Good Night all. #MacroSW #SW3100 https://t.co/S0Vhkqx95U
Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: As we get ready to wrap up tonight's #MacroSW chat, I want to thank my fellow #MacroSW chat partners: @karenzgoda @SunyaFo...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Great job, as always! Thank you and the back up posse. #Macrosw

Teka Richardson @RichardsonTeka
@spcummings #MacroSW A5: No. No. 1 have no experience in the field of social Work. #SW3100

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: Do you have a macro-level license? Do you work with a social worker who has this license? What is your experience? #MacroSW...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@KWalker64555742 @spcummings It will be at https://t.co/0nrWQOOYF4 by tomorrow (usually). #macrosw

TFlowers @TFlower29170309
RT @UBSSW: Themes for Q4: Focus on social welfare policy, civil rights can redress root causes of major social issues; advocating for chang...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @JoThoHalloran: @spcummings I feel like I’m playing contrarian in lots of these #MacroSW chats here this year, but professionalization/l...

Wendy Velasquez Rivera @W_Velasquez_R
@spcummings @OfficialMacroSW Thank you for this educational discussion. #MacroSW #CSUDHMSW501
Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️🎙@spcummings
@JoThoHalloran No worries at all, @JoThoHalloran. that's all part of critical thinking, right?? We should pursue this topic of professionalization further. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings #macrosw provided an hour of thought provoking normalcy in an otherwise crazy week. Thank you, as always! h...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: Themes for Q4: Focus on social welfare policy, civil rights can redress root causes of major social issues; advocating for chang...

👑 mizz_picklezz👑@mizzpicklezz
@spcummings @SunyaFolayan Thank you @spcummings for letting me drop in fashionably late!!! #MacroSW https://t.co/0FcRXNXLdc

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Goodnight everyone. Thank you for joining #macrosw chat.

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️🎙@spcummings
RT @mizzpicklezz: @nancy_kusmaul @spcummings @JoThoHalloran I was definitely blessed to be a non-traditional student in a position to obta...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @A2RecDirect: A5 Yes, I've had a Macro license from the state of MI since 2014. I started the process as a mid-career professional who h...
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul 19 minutes ago
RT @mizzpicklezz: @nancy_kusmaul @spcummings @JoThoHalloran
I was definitely blessed to be a non-traditional student in a position to obta...

ain'tnostoppingmenow @aintnostopping2 19 minutes ago
My final thoughts 😊. These chats have opened my eyes to more than just the basics of book learning. I found myself trying to read all the answers and forgot about the time limit. What a great source of education through technology and networking.
#MacroSW #Swk3100

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕🎙@spcummings 19 minutes ago
RT @UBSSW: My list of tonight’s locations: CA, FL, IA, KS, MD, MI, NC, NYS, PA, VA, and Ontario Canada! Where else? #MacroSW https://t.co/r...

lloyd jacobson 🗣️@HOUmanReporter 19 minutes ago
I’m tuning in late, but I recall getting into this debate with fellow students in G-school. (Early 90s) One classmate insisted I couldn’t even call myself a SW without a license. Mentioned it to our Dean who was teaching policy. She replied “I’ve never been licensed.” #MacroSW

Karen 🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda 19 minutes ago
RT @TheMattSchwartz: Thank you @spcummings for a wonderful #MacroSW chat! :) thanks to all the students who joined us :)

Karen 🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda 19 minutes ago
RT @BultenaCassidy: This discussion has opened my eyes to the importance of licensure and as well a controversy that is behind it. As a beg...
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @A2RecDirect: Final comment: supervision for a #MacroSW license can be really rewarding. You can talk about/get support for your real-wo...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
YASSSSSSSSS. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕🎙@spcummings
Good night, everyone! #MacroSW #MacroSW
https://t.co/QWnXKt4gZT

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @JoThoHalloran: @spcummings I feel like I’m playing contrarian in lots of these #MacroSW chats here this year, but professionalization/I...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @EmilyTout96 Don’t give up! Never give up! And if you ever feel discouraged the #academicmama community is here to sup...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: As we get ready to wrap up tonight’s #MacroSW chat, I want to thank my fellow #MacroSW chat partners: @karenzgoda @SunyaFo...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @KWalker64555742: @spcummings Thank you #MacroSW Moderator for my first twitter chat. I liked it once I figured it out and was able to r...

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
Nighty night #MacroSW fam https://t.co/tQ4cKxlqAB
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@lola_leu @spcummings You were a great host @spcummings!
#macrosw https://t.co/n4xcU61E60

Karen ♀ Zgoda @karengoda
RT @spcummings: I also want to thank our chat contributors
@AlyssaLotmore, @acosaorg, @ubssw. #MacroSW
https://t.co/vMtO6JSzuT

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
Thank you for all the great info. #macroSW @spcummings
https://t.co/0ap20Q5mnT

Karen ♀ Zgoda @karengoda
RT @lola_leu: @spcummings Thank you! You were a wonderful
host! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @JoThoHalloran: @spcummings I feel like I’m playing
contrarian in lots of these #MacroSW chats here this year, but
professionalization/l...

Karen ♀ Zgoda @karengoda
RT @UBSSW: My list of tonight’s locations: CA, FL, IA, KS, MD, MI,
NC, NYS, PA, VA, and Ontario Canada! Where else? #MacroSW
https://t.co/r...

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ 🎙️ @spcummings
@HOUmanReporter yes..similar discussion recently for me. Many
professors of social work I'm in contact with don't carry a license
and never have. #MacroSW
Amanda Augustine @aaugustineUB 18 minutes ago
I feel the same way. I felt like tonight's chat really gave me a lot of insight into a topic I didn't know much about because I'm new to the field too! #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul 18 minutes ago
RT @aintnostopping2: My final thoughts 😊. These chats have opened my eyes to more than just the basics of book learning. I found myself t...

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda 18 minutes ago
RT @CyberSocialWork: Had another terrific experience participating in the Twitter Chat! Good Night all. #MacroSW #SW3100 https://t.co/S0Vhk...

Teka Richardson @RichardsonTeka @spcummings #MacroSW A4: The public is served by social workers at the macro-level in that the social workers can affect change on a larger scale. This is done through program development and evaluation, policy analysis, organizational development and research.#SW3110

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul 18 minutes ago
RT @spcummings: @JoThoHalloran No worries at all, @JoThoHalloran. that's all part of critical thinking, right??? We should pursue this topi...

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda 18 minutes ago
RT @spcummings: @JoThoHalloran No worries at all, @JoThoHalloran. that's all part of critical thinking, right??? We should pursue this topi...
👑 mizz_pinklezz👑 @mizzpinklezz
For those of you who may be in the DMV area next week please join @CRISPontheHill for our Lobby Day and other Advocacy events! #MacroSW https://t.co/zHo55MC4CL

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️ ¶ @spcummins @aintnostopping2 Excellent to hear! #MacroSW

Karen 🌺 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mizzpinklezz: @spcummins @SunyaFolayan Thank you @spcummins for letting me drop in fashionably late!!! #MacroSW https://t.co/0FcRXNXL...

Karen 🌺 Zgoda @karenzgoda
🎉🎉🎉 #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️ ¶ @spcummins @mizzpinklezz @SunyaFolayan You’re always welcome, @mizzpinklezz ! #MacroSW

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
Am going, hoping to see some of you there too! #MacroSW group picture, anyone?

Keisha Grundy @GrundyKeisha
@OfficialMacroSW Nighty Night Sleep Tight... Thank you!! #MacroSW #SW3100

Karen 🌺 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @lola_leu @spcummins You were a great host @spcummins! #macrosw https://t.co/n4xcU61E60
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: Perhaps a more thorough discussion on professionalism vs. professionalization might be in future order. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕🎙 @spcummings
@nancy_kusmaul @KWalker64555742 Yes, we usually get the transcript posted on our website archives by the next day. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕🎙 @spcummings
@lola_leu Thanks!! That means a lot to me!! #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕🎙 @spcummings
@nancy_kusmaul @lola_leu Thanks so much!!! #MacroSW

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz
@dplusbruno @CRISPontheHill looks forward to seeing you! It’s my Third year participating hopefully I’ll see you around! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Good night and thanks to all! #MacroSW https://t.co/gunsySMgZ3

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
Thank you all for another great #MacroSW chat! See you next week. https://t.co/KAmjw3lLEg

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
I'm not in a position to make a decision for my school but there are some great #swtech #macrosw leaders who are deans and directors. @njsmyth comes to mind.
Jessi Gold @drjessigold
@SWcareer Just popping in quickly to encourage you to join @TIMESUPHC and help us unite across fields for gender equity and ending harassment in healthcare. would also LOVE data on this in social work if you have it to share #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mizzpicklezz: For those of you who may be in the DMV area next week please join @CRISPontheHill for our Lobby Day and other Advocacy ev...

Daniel Craigie @craigie_daniel
#MacroSW

Daniel Craigie @craigie_daniel
Hey thanks to everyone for the discussion! #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW 🌟 🎙 @spcumings
@EmilyTout96 My 10-year-old is a testament to what gets gleaned in this social-work-and-law household #MacroSW

Michael Che Snodgrass @CheSnodgrass
@spcumings #MacroSW #SW3100 great!!! I appreciate this.

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @dplusbruno: Am going, hoping to see some of you there too! #MacroSW group picture, anyone? https://t.co/bhlWBi68N1

NakitaRakel @NakitaRakel
RT @spcumings: Shout out to the other #MacroSW partners: @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndauhter @VilissaThompson @PoliSW #MacroSW
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@mizzpicklezz @CRISPontheHill Are you coming to town for it? I can't make it this year but excited to have @UBSSW represented. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@dplusbruno Great idea! Four from @UBSSW will be there! #MacroSW #PhootOp <look for our Univ. at Buffalo School of SW banner!

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: @EmilyTout96 My 10-year-old is a testament to what gets gleaned in this social-work-and-law household #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@sw3100 @spcummings Thank you Michelle & Dr. Joiner! #MacroSW https://t.co/7cS4hIH3uW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@nancy_kusmaul @njsmyth AND her new book, co-authored with @laurelhitchcock (former #MacroSW Chat partner) and @melaniesage is now available from @CSocialWorkEd Press! #MacroSW #SWtech https://t.co/MV7MNt4kU2

NataliCervantes @NataliCervant10
Thank you! #csudhmsw501 #macrosw

Jessi Gold @drjessigold
@dplusbruno @ColumbiaSSW Just popping in quickly to encourage you to join @TIMESUPHC and help us unite across fields for gender equity and ending harassment in healthcare. Male allies are super important #macrosw
wilsjt3 @wilsjt3
@AngelHollobaugh Hello Ms. Angel Hollobaugh, Good answer! ..I agreed w/you as well ..no doubt! #MacroSW #SW3100 James W.

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: @nancy_kusmaul @njsmyth AND her new book, co-authored with @laurelhitchcock (former #MacroSW Chat partner) and @melaniesage is n...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@spcummings 3/21/19? #macrosw

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕🎙@spcummings
@childwelfarelaw @JoThoHalloran Are you interested in looking at the differences between licensed social workers, unlicensed but degree-holding social workers? My thought is that some schools see the exam requirement as engineering their curriculum, which isn't always a popular thing. #MacrosW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@drjessigold @SWcareer @TIMESUPHC Here's an earlier #MacroSW chat on #sexualharassment in #socialwork:
https://t.co/UO8PYYPY3p < not sure if stats are available...Sounds like a good research topic to us! https://t.co/dgjUGctRn8

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️🎙@spcummings
CORRECTION!!! #MacroSW: Next Thursday (3/21/19) the #MacroSW chat will feature founding chat partner @PoliSWwho will discuss Social Action and System Advocacy, the latest in the Social Action Series.
DT Bruno @dplusbruno  
RT @spcummings: CORRECTION!!! #MacroSW: Next Thursday (3/21/19) the #MacroSW chat will feature founding chat partner @PoliSWwho will discus...

Jessi Gold @drjessigold  
RT @UBSSW: @drjessigold @SWcareer @TIMESUPHC Here’s an earlier #MacroSW chat on #sexualharassment in #socialwork: https://t.co/UO8PYYPY3p <...
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